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UNIT-1EARLY YEARS OF PHOTOGRAPHY,
LITHOGRAPHY AND CINEMA
Unit Structure
1.1. Learning Objective
1.2. Introduction
1.3. Evolution of Photography
1.4. History of Lithography
1.5. Evolution of Cinema
1.6. Check Your Progress
1.1.LEARNING OBJECTIVE
After completing this unit, learners should be able to understand:


the technological development of photography;



the history and development of printing; and



the development of the motion picture industry and technology.

1.2.INTRODUCTION
Learners as you are aware that we are going to discuss the technological development
of photography, lithography and motion picture. In the present times, the human
society is very hard to think if the invention of photography hasn‘t been materialized.
It is hard to imagine the world without photography. It is the only means that keeps
the history alive by recording the moment for posterity. Photography in the form of
selfies/portraits, natural photography or wedding photography has become so
important that we cannot think of our life without a click from the camera. It has
become an integral aspect of our modern culture.
In this global culture, photography is the largest growing hobby in the world. People
take clicks every second with the innovation of smartphones. Even the camera
hardware industry is growing very fast and turning into a multi-billion industry. With
the hardware we have developed the software industry as well which enhances the
output of every shot clicked through the camera.
Learners you may be surprised to know that the birth of the culture of photography is
not less than two hundred years old. Its history is intense with lethal devices made
and intense international rivalries. The race to make the device has seen a drastic
development in the technology with the changing times. If we go deep into history we
will see the art behind it which nurtured itself to fulfill the requirements of modern
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technology. Let usgo deep in the history of photography and unearth some best kept
secrets. We will explore a few images which helped it to mould into the modern day
technology.
1.3. EVOLUTION OF PHOTOGRAPHY
Photography, the term was first coined by the British scientist, Sir John Herschel in the
year 1839. The term originates from thetwo Greek words, phos, which means
(genitive: phōtós) meaning ‗light‘, and graphê meaning ‗drawing or writing‘. The
technology which led to the invention of photography compelled to combine two
distinct sciences: optics – the convergence of light rays to form an image inside a
camera – and chemistry, to enable that image to be captured and recorded permanently
onto a photosensitive (light-sensitive) surface. Well before photography, people had
developed the understanding of the basic theory of lens and camera. They could easily
project the image on the wall or a piece of paper but the image could not be imprinted
at that time.
Camera Obscura
The concept of photography have evolved during the 5th century B.C.E. when an
Iraqi scientist developed an apparatus with the name of ‗Camera Obscura‘ (Figure i)
in the 11th century. It was used to project the images on the surfaces like the
buildings but could not fix an image in time. The instrument uses a darkened room in
the shape of the box with a hole on one side of it. The hole has to be small enough in
proportion to the box to make the camera obscura work properly. Light coming in

Figure i. An illustration of Camera Obscura used to trace an image

through a tiny hole transforms and creates an image on the surface that it meets, like
the wall of the box. The image is flipped and upside down, however, which is why
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modern analogue cameras have made use of mirrors.
Indeed, the phrase, camera obscura, literally means ‗darkened room,‘ and it is after
these darkened rooms that all modern cameras have been named. It is a very simple
principle which we are still using in the contemporary world of photography. Light
enters into a light-proof box (Camera) through an opening (lens, aperture) and reveals
an image. Presently the devices got changed with the light-proof devices and the way
it records the images.
Technological Innovation
A French inventor, Joseph Nicéphore Niépce, is considered as the father of
photography. Once he was looking through the
window of his estate house at le gras, in the
Burgundy region of France, the day was looking
beautiful, so, he thought to capture the moment. He
started collecting small pieces of polished pewter
and then he coated them with a solution of bitumen
and lavender oil.
Bitumen is a naturally occurring asphalt and is
sometimes referred to as a Bitumen of Judea. The
interesting property with the bitumen is that it is
light sensitive. After long awaited patience of eight
hours the process got black and white with the
Figure ii. Joseph Nicéphore Niépce
exposure of sunlight and faded significantly, with a
visible image on the plate. He
named
the
technique
‗heliography,‘meaning
‗sun
drawing‘.
With such an experimental
success Niepce planned to partner
a Persian artist, whose name was
Louis
Jacques
Mande
Daguerre(1787-1851) and began
further exploration into the
process.
They
started
Figure iii. Heliography, known to be the world oldest photography substituting a more lightsensitive resin and improving post-exposure treatment but unfortunately Niepce
passed away in 1833. With the help of Niepce‘s notes on the experiment, Daguerre
tried improving the process with a technique in which a silver-coated copper
plate fumed with iodine vapour formed silver iodide when exposed to light in the
camera. He started making sojourn development in the process, that by applying
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mercury fumes to the exposed silver plate he
could actually make the ‗latent‘ image visible on
the plate. Thusreducing the lengthy exposure
times by this method. Now, exposures could be
measured in minutes instead of days. Daguerre‘s
method of silver iodide emulated plates
developed with mercury vapour is named by
him as Daguerreotype. He published these items
to the world on August 19th, 1839.

Figure iv. Louis Daguerre

There was a controversy when Daguerre wanted
to patent it in Scotland and England. A man claimed that he has been working on the
method of obtaining and fixing images from light since 1834. The inventor was an
Englishman known as William Henry
Fox Talbot. There was another man
Figure v. Self Portrait of a
Drowned Man
named Hippolyte Bayard, who is
claimed as the ‗First Photo Guy in
History‘. He claimed that he was the
actual inventor of photography as he
invented the printing process called
Directive Positive Method which
produces images on silver chloride
paper. But he delayed announcing it
and so was not recognized as its
inventor. Bayard produced what is
considered
to
be
the
first
staged/contrived/creepy photographs ever made titled ‗Self Portrait of a Drowned
Man‘in 1840.
Human Photography
The Daguerreotype proved to be demanding
and popular portraiture emerging from the
middle classes to elites as it was a period of
Industrial Revolution. An American known
as Robert Cornelius (Figure vi) was very
much impressed with the Daguerreotype
process. He had a very good knowledge
of chemistry and metallurgical composition
which he used to refine the technique. In
1839, he tried something outside his family
store which is known as the first selfie.
Odisha State Open University, Sambalpur
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Cornelius sympathised to be the first human being to be captured in the photograph
but two years earlier the evolution of photography had taken its greatest leap. In the
spring of 1838, Daguerre made a photograph of the bustling Boulevard du Temple in
Paris. The long exposure time made everything that was moving literally vanish from
the frame due to motion. There were two men having his boots polished and the shoe
polisher who were recorded in the photo. Those two people would never know that
they were in fact the first humans to be photographed in history.
Emergence of Photography
The Daguerre‘s model gained worth and popularity

Figure vi. Robert Cornelius

Figure vii. Photograph of the bustling Boulevard du Temple in Paris

in 1839 which remained dominant for next twenty years. Daguerre commercialized
the exclusive art form that scientists and artists alike had been seeking since the age
of the Renaissance. When Daguerre was enjoying the legacy of Niepce and creating
his silver plate Daguerreotype method, around the same time on the other side in
England, William Henry Fox Talbot(1800-77) was creating his own ‗salt paper‘
Figure vi. Boulevard du Temple in Paris, seen with a shoe polisher

method of photography. In Talbot‘s method there is a use of bathing writing paper in
weak solutions of normal table salt and then coating them with light-sensitive silver
chloride. The process could capture images led by the lens of the camera and it got
marked as the first time silver-salt method which effectively captured images that
would completely darken out the exposure.
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In France, the French government has
announced the Daguerreotype ‗free to the
world‘ but that was not the same under Great
Britain, it may be due to the heated enmity
between the two nations. As during that time
Scotland and Great Britain were the
only country which requiredlicense to
sell Daguerreotype.
In the battle between France and Great Britain
in 1839, there are revolutionary competition in
the photographic process. Talbot was more
popular for his modern photography technique
because he could produce negative images on
paper which could be reproduced. It was a
revolutionary shift in modern photography.

Figure viii. Photographed by William Henry Fox
Talbot

Kodak Film Company
In 1884, an American entrepreneur, George
Eastman(1854-1932), of Rochester, New
York, started a company known as the
Eastman Dry Plate and Film Company. This
company developed dry gel on paper or film,
to replace the photographic plate, so that a
photographer no longer needed to carry boxes
of plates and toxic chemicals around. In July
of 1888,Eastman’s Kodak Camera (Figure
ix) went in the market with the slogan, ‗You Figure ix. Kodak Camera
press the button, we do the rest.‘ Eastman capitalized on the growing consumer
demand for photography. He invented film with a base that was flexible, unbreakable
and could be rolled which means there was not a requirement to constantly change the
solid plates. Photographic Emulsions were coated on a cellulose nitrate film base and
this made one of the earliest cameras, the box camera, a reality. The camera could
hold rolls of film enough for 100 exposures and came with a single fixed focus lens
with no focus adjustment systems and a single shutter speed.
The Kodak Camera had enough film for 100 images. When the camera consumes the
whole roll then it has to send back to Kodak for the development of the film roll and
again reloaded with a new film for the consumer. Eastman became a true pioneer in
the photography industry owing to his technological advancement in the area of
camera. Eventually he acquired all the rights to the roll film technology. It was
originally produced by Peter Houston in 1881, which was used in Eastman‘s 1888
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Kodak Camera before Houston sold the rights to Eastman in 1889.
Eastman became a worldwide figure in 1912, when he acquired Fredrick Wratten‘s
photographic supply business which were better known for his photographic filters,
named as Wratten filters. He had monopolized the American photography industry
until his death in 1932. By that time he was one of the richest men in the world with a
net worth of over a billion dollars in today‘s money. Eastman committed suicide in
1932 at the age of 77 with a drafted suicide note of ―My work is done, Why wait?‖
The 35 mm Camera
Another pivotal figure in the photographic technology was Oskar Barnak (Figure x)
of Germany, an Optic Engineer and an inventor born in
the latter half of the 19th century. Oskar was best known
as a game changer for this industry. He was passionate
enough to reduce the size of the camera which can be
easily carried by the photographers. In the year 1911, he
started working with the Ernst Leitz Optical Firm and
made the first prototype of a 35mm camera by 1913. The
First World War collapsed the economy of the country
due to which production of the camera was delayed. His
Figure x. Oskar
Barnak
first invention was Leitz Camera, popularly known as
mighty Leica. It is still known to be the best camera systems in the world.
The Leica was the first miniature camera available commercially in 1924. Post World
War I with the help of Leitz, Barnack started the production of cameras. Leitz
manufactured thirty one prototypes of the 35mm
device in 1923 till the official launch of the
product called Leica-I. It was relatively small in
size due to the advantage of George Eastman‘s dry
emulsion roll photographic film in 35mm format.
The format dominated the photography industry
for another seventy-five years. It streamlined the art Figure xi. Leitz Camera
of photography and became accessible to the amateurs and professionals.
In the mid 19th century, the camera brought a revolution in the motion picture. It was
during the Civil War, for the first time photographers documented the civil wars of
Americans. It was an experiment to exhibit the photographs of the battlefields.
Thomas Edison and William Dickson are other inventors who gave birth to the
motion picture through 35mm cameras. With the help of Kodak Film Company,
Edison and Dickson made possible with the series of pictures to be viewed in rapid
succession, creating an illusion of motion, which was later named as Zoetrope.
Odisha State Open University, Sambalpur
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Figure xii. Illusion of motion through images

Red, Green and Blue (RGB)
There were many inventions that occurred between 1850 and 1900. But in
photography it was a major change to film technology. In 1855, a Scottish physicist
James Clerk Maxwell (1831 - 1879) produced a
kind of paper which has an optical colour
vision. It was purposed to interpret colour, the
multitude of cone shaped cells located on the
surface of the rear of the eyes. He claimed that
these cells are sensitive to three colours, Red,
Green and Blue. It works like a spectrum
when light passes and the combination is
responsible for interpretation in colours. The
method was known as ―three colour process'' or
Figure xiii. Red, Green, Blue
―RGB‖.This began the foundation of colour photography. In 1861, an English
Photographer and inventor called Thomas Sutton used the J.C. Maxwell‘s RGB
concepts. He used the pile of three black and white images and exposed them using
red, green and blue filters. With the superimposition from three separate projectors,
the image was projected as a colour photograph. It initiated the colourisation era of
photography.
Age of Instant Photography
In 1948, the invention of Polaroid changed the whole world instantly because it can
produce images in less than a minute. The inventor was Dr Edward Land, who was a
student from Harvard University, USA. In the early 20th century Land worked for
developing Polaroid film and capable of filters polarizing lights. In 1932, he started
working with George Wheelwright and later with his cooperation formed the Land
Wheelwright Laboratories. In this laboratory only he developed his first Polaroid
camera. His invention led to the development of sunglasses and photography to
colour animation. Most important contribution was led by the military attributes
which supported American military during the cold war. With the process of instant
Odisha State Open University, Sambalpur
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image developing, Polaroid made a monopoly in the camera market. In the mid 60s
Polaroid had many models in the market and made them affordable by dropping the
price to make it more accessible to the common man.
Polaroid introduced colour film in 1963 and created folding Camera SX 70 in 1972.
But with the arrival of digital photography in the
1990s, the dominant era of Polaroid too
diminished and began to decline drastically and
the company was declared bankrupt in 2001. The
famous Polaroid shut their famous instant film
developing business with their secrets. Many
groups evolved after that such as Impossible
project and Lomography tried to revive the trend
of instant images. But could not replicate the
image quality like Polaroid till 2018.
Figure xiv. Polaroid-Camera SX 70

Emergence of Digital Photography
As French introduced permanent images, on the other side Japanese made the image
control system for the photographer. In the mid
1970s, Kodak and other companies started
investigating filmless technologies that could
capture images with solid state circuitry. The
introduction of ‗point and shoot‘ camera was
automatic where it calculated its own shutter
speed, aperture, and focus as required leaving the
Figure xv. Point and Shoot Camera

photographer to adjust the object. These automatic
cameras become very popular to casual photographers and serious amateurs free from
adjustments and enjoy the image control techniques with SLR cameras.
It is believed that Fuji DS-1P was the first ever
commercial manufacturer for portable digital
cameras but it was known that it could not become a
good seller in the market. In 1986, Kodak succeeded
in creating a sensor that could record 1.4 million
picture elements, or megapixels. In 1991, Kodak
became one of the prior manufacturers of the digital
camera Kodak DCS which has a massive 1.3
megapixel image sensor. Just after that Minolta
arrived as one of the competitors in the market and
Odisha State Open University, Sambalpur
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introduced Minolta RD-175 with a luxury handling camera using a 1.75 megapixel
sensor.
Four years later, Nikon developed the first DSLR concept which was different from
the concept of SLR model. Nikon D-1 used the same lenses like other film cameras in
its DSLR with an uplift of 2.74 megapixel sensor. Thus, the first digital camera was
advanced enough for the industry to be used by the professionals. Other
manufacturers too jumped into the Digital SLR (DSLR) model like Canon, Nikon,
Pentax, etc. Initially, it was expensive for the general public but the competition in
the market allowed these cameras to be more affordable by dropping prices. Now
most people in the world own a digital camera.
1.4. HISTORICAL EVOLUTION OF LITHOGRAPHY
Lithography was a stepping stone to the art of printing. Now we have developed 3D
printing technologies. The technology may be new but few of its technologies are
centuries old. From etching on rocks or hard surfaces to imprinting on a paper
through a machine has a long journey since 3500BC. Before embarking on the
history of the printing process we have to
apprehend that unlike other discoveries in the fields
of Industrial or scientific and other origins but the
father of Lithography will never be in controversy
like others. For this, he has been credited in the
history for discovery of lithography.
The term Lithography might befog one so we will
begin with layman‘s term, lithography(litho
printing). In fine arts, the term came from Greek,
meaning ‗writing with stones‘, in other words
‗lithos‘ meaning ‗stones‘ and ‗graphien‘ meaning
‗to write‘. There are other methods of printing which
Figure xvii. Alois Senefelder
require etching but lithography is unique because the
process is very similar to painting. The practice of lithography dates back around the
18th century when a German Alois Senefelder (1771-1834) invented it in 1798. He
accidentally learned that he could duplicate the scripts by writing on slabs of
limestone with greasy crayons and print them using rolled-on ink. He realised that
lithography can create unlimited number of copies with the materials ability to retain
the crayon marks applied to its surface.
Alois Senefelder was a son of German actor and his father wanted him to study law,
which disinterested him a lot. Being a son of an actor, he also had some traits of an
actor. He could not become an actor but was very well versed in writing plays. He
became popular as a playwright but it does not earn him well as the work could not be
Odisha State Open University, Sambalpur
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circulated at large. He decided to engrave on slabs of Bavarian limestone instead of
the costly copper. After some refinement he prepared a mixture of wax, soap,
lampblack, and rain water properly. The two ingredients ‗limestone‘ and the
‗correction fluid‘ were the primary factors for his experiment. By experimenting,
Senefelder found that an image drawn onto the limestone with his correction fluid
would repel water, while the stone surface was held on to it. In the process he wet the
entire stone and then applied ink with a roller to the entire stone to replenish the ink
on the image. In result, the stone which held water and repelled the greasy ink, ‗the
correction ink‘ due to its greasy and oily feature, repelled water and accepted only
ink. Thus, the process is called the principle of Lithography.
The devotion towards lithography seems unaccomplished; in 1817, he designed a
press that featured automatic dampening and inking of the plates. Till 1818, the
lithographic process was kept top secret till he published Vollstandinges Lehrbuch
der Steindruckerey (A Complete Course of Lithography). Soon the process became a
very popular practice among the artists and artisans. With the discovery of
lithography the demand began rapidly among the artists and commercial printing
process due to its inexpensive and precise reproduction. It was more in demand by the
commercial industry like land surveying companies and publishers.
In his lifetime, Senefelder received many laurels and prizes, and was recognized by
his contemporaries and died peacefully as the Bavarian Royal Inspector of
Lithography. During the mid 1800‘s, his works were made popular by the famous
artists who were in exile from France like Francisco de Goya, Theodore Gericault,
and Eugene Delacroix were known to be the first Lithographers. Honore Daumier
was one of the first Lithographers to apply the process with 4,000 designs of his own
ranging from newspaper caricature to broadsides printed on a single sheet.
It is now the third largest manufacturing industry in the US market since 1819 when
the first lithograph appeared in the United States. The demand for lithographic prints
and other products continued to grow and by 1871 there were at least450 hand
operated and about 30 steam presses in the United States.
Transfer Process or Stone Lithography
His method was really different from the
convex-printing and concave-printing presses. It
was based on simultaneous friction and pressure.
No more turning cylinders, no more hydraulic
pressure. He also tried to create artificial
lithographic stone. Drawing on the lithographic
stone is easy because it is similar to drawing on
Figure xviii. Lithographic Stone
the sheet of paper. Lithography is a very
picturesque method because one can use all colours; imitate painting and graphic
Odisha State Open University, Sambalpur
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methods. Precisely in this method drawing or writing is done in special ink on a
particular type of paper which could transfer the impression to stone where it became
the printing image. The same process is used to transfer images printed by other
printing processes onto the stone. Through this process several identical images were
placed in the same stone, thus increasing in productivity.
Direct Rotary Process
In the beginning of the twentieth century, the popularity of lithography loosened in
the printing market due to great strides in the efficiency of letterpress machines. As
per the production, the process of Lithography was slow due to the flat bed design of
its presses. It was time to use the Rotary method. But the rotary method required a
plate that could be bent around a cylinder. Of course the litho stone could be bent.
Senefelder had foreseen the use of chemically treated metals as the base material for
lithography. By experimentation in the late nineteenth century, it was found that zinc
and aluminum could be effectively used as lithographic plates, thus allowing the use
of rotary presses. The first rotary lithographic presses printed directly from the metal
plate to the surface of the paper. In this method due to the corrosiveness of the plate
and paper the image on the plate soon wore off. Due to this the rotary presses could
not become very popular.
Photo lithography
A quick and easier method was required to make plates. The transfer process
previously discussed did not gain success due to its technical difficulties. Lithography
was sloping down due to its long plates and tedious task and required much hand
labour. But the downfall of Lithography was saved by Joseph Niepce with his
invention of Photography in the year 1826. Lithography partnered with Photography
to produce printing plates. This could happen only with the halftone process. The
process made possible the quality reproduction of original photographs without the
need to engrave or draw them onto the printing plate. Soon after the invention, major
newspapers began using more and more illustrations in their articles, although the
average ‗man on the street‘ was unaware of the process. Whereas it is the method of
breaking down an original image into dots and varying sizes suitable for press
reproduction. Basically Photolithography is the method of lithographic printing plates
by photographic means. It was invented by a French Chemist Alphonse Louis
Poitevin in August 1855.
In the process, Poitevin coated the stone with solution of potassium bichromate and
albumin, with the help of towel uniformed the chemical coating and exposed under a
negative, washed with water and rolled up with greasy ink which only adhered to the
parts which had become insoluble by exposure to light, but did not adhere to the
moist part. The stone was then etched and printed by the usual lithographic manner.
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Thus, it became infeasible to coat the stone and expose it to light, the process was no
different from the transfer process. Other experiments were conducted where the
photolithographic images showed a metal (zinc) plate. These processes worked, but
had the inherent problems of any transfer process.
Colour Printing Process
Unlike colour photography this printing process too refers to the full colour
reproduction through only three colours of ink: yellow, magenta, and cyan. James Le
Blon, first conceived it in the late 1600‘s. The work is based on Newton's theory of
colour, where James made his first colour separation by eye, and printed it by
engraving process. The results were positive and very beautiful but it could not
become successful. Though the three colour printing process is very similar to the
development of colour photography.
In the year 1868, Louis Ducos du Hauron came up with an idea of reproducing
objects in their own natural colours. In 1870, he had an experiment with the process
of colour lithography using three colours of ink instead of three continuous tone
photographically produced images. He used three overlapping halftone images, one
each in Magneta, Cyan, and Yellow. He also emphasised on the adjusting exposure
time limit for each image so that no excess colour would appear. The halftone
photography, photolithography, and colour printing process were very important in
the history of lithography. At times they could not succeed in experiments due to its
limitation on lithographic press.

Offset Printing Process/Offset Lithography
In the second half the 18th century, standard lithography was taking off but still as
printing had a huge scope in the commercial market hence innovations and invention
of printing were still in the process. In 1852, another printing method was patented by
an Englishman John Strather of England called Offset Lithography (or offset printing
process). In this process unlike other standard
lithography, the image is printed onto the
surface, the inked image is instead printed
onto a rubber cylinder (figure xix)which
‗offsets‘ the image onto paper or the materials.
The flexibility of the rubber cylinder allows it
to print onto a variety of surfaces like paper,
cloth, wood or tin, etc. The principle was not
practically applied until the 1870s. Later in
1860, the photo transfer process was patented,
Figure xix. Rubber Cylinder
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enabling a photographic image on sensitised paper to be inked and transferred to the
printing surface.
Six years later, the first lithographic halftone screen was used in England. Shortly
after 1900, the U.S. market adopted and made it for commercial purposes. It became a
standard method for printing magazines, books, newspapers, calendar, posters, maps,
labels on cans packaging and other advertising purposes and they were mostly
produced in large quantities. By the 21st century, modern lithographic printing can
produce high quality and detailed impressions at high speeds. Now the offset printing
produces more than double the amount of products than any other single printing
process.
1.5. EVOLUTION OF MOTION PICTURES / CINEMA
People dream but dream come true in the day time is next to impossible but people
are crazy and they want the dream to be real. From the 1830s onwards, people have
their own ways to appear in still images. The use of scientific concepts known as
‗persistence of vision‘ enabled this further. It means
that the eyes take a certain amount of time to see, like
an image appears in motion for a while and you get a
chance to see the image properly. Today, we know
this illusion of moving images by the name of
Cinema. Let us explore the evolution and the history
of the cinema industry. This industry has come a long
way, since it first originated in the 1800s. Since then
the industry has made a remarkable transformation
and
has
gone
through
many
creative
experimentations. This industry has always tried
innovations and the audiences accepted it as a new art
Figure xx. Eadweard Muybridge
form.
It all began during the 1800s, when a Thaumatrope was created by an astronomer
Sir John Herschel in 1824 and it was well explained by an English physicist Dr. John
A. Paris. It was a piece of paper with an
image in front and back of it, and two
strings tied from both the sides. When
strings are pulled from both the sides the
image appears to be in motion. During
this period, it was only meant for
entertainment but with time it got shaped
into realtime motion pictures. All it began
from a racehorse breeder, when it was
Figure xxi. Horse Images in Motion
assumed that all the four hooves of a
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running horse lift together. To prove it, a British American photographer Eadweard
Muybridge wanted to capture a simultaneous photograph of the horse in movement,
so he set up 24 cameras stretched across the track to operate their shutters. When the
horse strode down the track, the hooves tripped each shutter individually to get the
exact photograph of the galloping hooves.
In 1878, he produced a series of pictures that made it seem like the horse was in
motion when viewed in a peep show machine called the Zoogyroscope. Again in
1882, another French physiologist
Figure xxi. Horse Images in Motion
Etienne-Jules Marey wanted to conduct an exercise for a scientific enquiry. He
invented the Chronophotograpy, a camera that looks like a rifle gun that records 12
pictures per second, in order to study the movement of birds in flight. Later the
images were imprinted in a rotating glass plate (later, paper roll film), and projected
them. Thus, in Muybridge’s challenge and Marey’s pursuit for scientific knowledge
gave birth to the technology of motion pictures.
Shortly after that, in 1888, the great American
inventor of the century who has more than 1000
patents in his name known as Thomas Alva
Edisoncame up with an instrument to capture
object in motion. He along with his British lab
assistant William Dickson already started their
work in 1877 but could not combine the motion
pictures and recording.

Figure xxii. Thomas AlvaEdison

But a photographer, Le Prince, who had already discovered in 1887 that it was
possible to see the images in motion through captured photographs in series, but was
late to publish or get it patented. Edison and Dickson patented their work in the year
1890 known as Kinetograph, a machine that could project moving images on the
screen.
In the same year(1890), Le Prince organized the first public screening of his work at
New York City but
unfortunately
just
before the event he
vanished
in
a
mysterious way of
which no one could
ever search anything
about him. After two
years
in
1892,
Edison and Dickson
Figure xxiii. Kinetograph
upgraded
their
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device and came up with the name called Kinetoscope. When Kinetoscope gained
popularity, the duo in the name of ‗The Edison Company‘ began installing machines
in different public places for entertainment. Later in 1894, Edison started his own
public screenings at ‗Kinetograph Parlors‘ with an admission charge of25 cents.
On the other side, somewhere in Europe, the entertainment box inspired two brothers
in France known as Auguste and Louis Lumiere
popularly known as Lumiere brothers.
Though Edison hadn‘t secured an international
patent for his invention, the Lumiere brothers put
some variation to it and in the year 1895 introduced
with the Cinematographe, a first light weight
projector.This instrument functions as a camera and
projector.Cinématographe, a projector could show
16 frames per second.
Figure xxiv. Kinetoscope

Figure xxv. Auguste and Louis Lumiere

The
Kinetograph was 1000 pounds (453 Kg)
whereas Cinematographe was light weight
with less than 20 pounds (9 Kg) portable and
easy to carry for outdoor filming. Over the
years, Lumeire brothers used cameras for
filming and made over 1000 short films based
on everyday life. In December 1895, they held
the world‘s first ever commercial film
screening including their own first film,
Workers Leaving Lumiere Factory, a short
segment for less than a minute. That evening,
10 such films were screened and lasted for 25
minutes where the audiences were held
completely captive. This day is marked in the
history of cinema as the day it was born.
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1.6. CHECK YOUR PROGRESS
1. Describe the evolution of Photograph?
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________
2. Describe the journey of the development of lithography?
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
3. Discuss the beginning of motion picture in the world?
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
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UNIT-2 SILENT ERA TO TALKIES, CINEMA IN LATER
DECADES
Unit Structure
2.1. Learning Objective
2.2. Introduction
2.3. Evolution of Indian Cinema
2.4. Post Independence Era or the Golden Era
2.5. Emergence of Parallel Hindi Cinema
2.6. Check your progress
2.1. LEARNING OBJECTIVE
After completing this unit learners should be able to understand:
 Silent era of Indian Cinema;
 Golden era of Indian Cinema; and
 Emergence of Parallel Hindi Cinema.
2.2.INTRODUCTION
India is a country where culture flourishes in each corner of the country. During the
1800s, Indians were struggling for freedom of the country from the Britishers. The
socio-economic condition was not that strong to provide any technology or support
for any Innovations. For entertainment, Indians had many means like folk dances,
folk tales, nautanki, puppet shows, theatrical troupes and occasional dance and music.
On the other side, Lumiere brothers introduced a device known as Cinematographe in
1895, where still images were converted to moving images. This was a complete new
form of entertainment for the French audience and for the entire world.
On the 7th July 1896, Lumiere Brothers screened six films at the Watson Hotel in
Mumbai (then Bombay). Like in France, Indians too glued to their seats and were
fascinated by this new marvel invention of motion pictures. This led to a significant
event and a milestone in the history of cinema. Since then Indian cinema has evolved
as one of the most promising money making industries in the world. Now Indian
cinema is well known in the whole world for the staggering number of films it
produces every year. The numbers are increasing every year with an estimate of 1000
films a year. Indian cinema is well versed and popular beyond the sub-continent and
among the Diaspora.
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2.3. EVOLUTION OF INDIAN CINEMA
SILENT ERA (1899-1930)
When Lumiere Brothers screened their films in Mumbai,
the audiencegot fascinated.It was a dream world for Indians
where the images are moving as if in the imagination or
dream of the people. Among the audience, a famous
photographer was also enjoying it. As a photographer, it
was mesmerizing. He noticed people in the hall who were
all hypnotized. Inspired by the mechanism of hypnotizing
audiences and the Lumiere Brother‘s production, he ordered
the prototype camera from England during the late 1800s.
The man was a master of camera and his name was Figure i. Harishchandra
Sakharam Bhatavdekar
Harishchandra Sakharam Bhatavdekar, popularly known
as Save Dada. Inspired by the clippings shown by Lumiere brothers, he attempted a
small recording of actions in a wrestling match which he named as‗Wrestlesrs‘. It was
later screened in 1899 and considered to be the first motion
picture of the history of Indian Cinema. Another gentleman
was Hiralal Senwho made ‗The Flower of Persia‘ (1898).
He was also a close associate of Save Dada, together
making such attempts between 1897 and 1899 of capturing
some short films. Both of them were the actual first two
pioneers of Indian Cinema who didn‘t get the due credit.
Later, pioneerlike F.B Thanawala who also from Bombay
made few short films during the beginning of 1900s on the
beauty of Bombay and some theatrical performances.
The concept of commercial film emerged from western
Figure ii. Hira Lal Sen
countries.Whereas the West had been making films
commercially but for India it was still a challenge to make a full length feature film.
Though we experimented with the short films but the full length feature was still a far
dream. After twelve years finally a film was made in India. It was Shree Pundalik
released on 18th May 1912, by N.G.Chitre and Dadasaheb Torne of Bombay, the film
was based on a story depicted from Mahabharata. It is considered to be the feature
length production in India. It was made in India but processed in London and runtime
was of 22 minutes.
Soon after that a film was released in the name of Raja Harishchandra, a mythological
story based film on May 3 in 1913. This film was made by Dhundiraj Govind
Phalke, well known in the world by the name Dadasaheb Phalke. This was the first
silent movie and was a commercial success. Shree Pundalik is supposed to be the first
film so why did we consider Raja Harishchandra as the first film? Interesting fact is
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that Pundalik is considered as the first Indian feature production but not the first
Indian film. Then it was made in vernacular
language and was a photographic recording of
a Marathi play. The production team took the
help of western crew whereas Raja
Harishchandra was a full length feature film
produced and made in India. The most
interesting fact is that compared to Pundalik,
Dadasaheb was the director, writer,
cameraman, editor, make-up artist and the art
director as well. He did most of the things on his
Figure iii. Raja Harishchandra
own and completed the film.
This is the reason we call him the ―Father of Indian Cinema‖.
Dadasaheb Phalke with his skill was able to produce 23 films between 1913 to 1918
which were based on mythological and historical roles or episodes from the epics of
Ramayana and Mahabharata. India being a mytho-cultural dominant country,
audience felt very closely with the film believing it to be real. Due to lack of female
actors during the period many a times male actors were cross-dressed as female actors
but for the first time Dada Saheb introduced her daughter Durgabai Kamat as first
female actor in his second film called Mohini Bhasmasur (1914). His attempts
challenged the barriers of Hindu society where women were not allowed to showcase
their talent. He even cast his son, Bhalachandra D. Phalke as first child artist in the
film Raja Harishandra as Harishchandra's son Rohtash. Kamalabai Gokhale was
also the initial female actor who worked in his films. Prominent films of Dadasaheb
are Satyawan Savitri (1914), Satyavadi Raja Harischandra (1917), Lanka Dahan
(1917), Shri Krishna Janma (1918) and Kalia Mardan (1919). By 1920, India did
produce more than 27 films a year. The tremendous success of Raja Harishchandra
has kept the legacy of mythological series of films. The content did not change for
long time till the beginning of talkies and colour in 1930s. He got his biggest applause
when he screened his first film Raja Harishchandra in overseas at London in 1914.
Since then many new production houses emerged engaging western crews who
helped a lot in making films. As at that time there was a lack of skilled manpower in
films, he trained many people in his studio established in Nasik.
Age of Talkies and Colour(1931-1951)
Unlike Hollywood, the growth of industry in India was slow. But gradually interest in
films was growing and people started to look for careers in production roles.
Gradually industry witnessed an immense growth during 1930s. In the Silent Era, we
did not see any sound or dialogue in the films. If the audience were entertained then
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with a silence, if dialogues or sound has to be added for extra effects (as per budget)
then a chorus group or melody team behind the scene is commanded at particular
moments. The team behind the scene helped to dramatize and narrate the situations
throughout the film. The first talkie movie released in the U.S. in October 1927 was
Al Jolson‘s ‗Jazz Singer‘. The technology was
highly appreciated and very soon Indian Film
industry adopted and broke the silence with
India‘s first Indian Talkie released ‗Alam Ara‘
(The Light of the World) in March 14, 1931
produced by Ardeshir Irani and directed by
H.M. Reddy. H.M. Reddy was also one of the
prominent persons in the History of Indian
Cinema. He produced and directed Bhakta
Prahlada (Telugu), released on Sept. 15, 1931
and Kalidas (Tamil) released on Oct. 31,
1931produced byArdeshir Irani and directed by
H. M. Reddy. These two films are South India's
firsttalkie films to have a theatrical release.

Figure iv. First Talkie, Alam Ara

The technology and sound recording was improving immensely. With the
introduction of music, dance and songs in Alam Ara, which had seven songs was the
first musical release. Subsequently in the next movie, the songs were increased with
18 songs in Shirin Farhad (1931). The film too got applauded by the huge audience
for its plot of love, tragedy, obstacles and climax. Devi Devyani (1931) had 17 songs
in it and a year laterIndra Sabha(1932) got released with72 songs which holds the
world record for the most number of songs ever put in a film.
Since then music and dance became an integral part of Indian Cinema and it became
our unique identity in the world. The era of talkie not only saw music and dance but
the industry also explored new things. During pre-independence times there were
many social evils prevalent in the society which was reflected in the talkie cinema.
The cinema of silent era strived with mythology in their scripts whereas the cinema of
talkies era were experimenting with new ideas such as folklores, fairytales, love
stories, and themes related to social evils. In 1931, Premankur Atorthy's 'Dena
Paona‘ explored the atrocities of zamindari system in villages. In 1934, the film
‗Amrit Manthan‘ by V. Shantaram expressed on theological absolutisms and
ritualistic society that existed at that time. In 1935, ‗Devdas‘ by P.C. Barua who
himself acted as a lead role in the film ought to explore the self-defeating nature of
social conventionalist. Another such social film maker,V. Shantaram, a gifted one
who showed genuineconcern for the society by his films like like Admi (1939), Amrit
Manthan and Dharmatma (1935). He was able to inspire many young directors to
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experiment. Not only the institutions of marriage, dowry, and widowhood, but the
grave inequalities created by caste and class distinctions were challenged. One of the
best films which ignited the minds of the society to interrogate its norms is Achhut
Kanya (Untouchable Girl, 1936), a film directed by Himanshu Rai. This film received
the most unequivocal response from the audience. The film portrays the travails of a
Harijan girl, played by Devika Rani, and a Brahmin boy, played by Ashok Kumar.
The film Alam Ara brought endless opportunities to many talented artists and took a
leap towards the next level for Indian Cinema. There were many firsts in the film like
Phiroz Shah, first music director of the film industry; First song ‗De De Khuda Ke
Naam Par‘ was recorded which was sung by first playback singer Wazir Mohammad
Khan. Wazir Mohammad Khan also acted in the film along with the actors, Master
Vithal, Zubeida, J.Sushila and Prithviraj Kapoor. With this evolution many
production companies emerged and this led to produce number of films; compared to
108 films in 1927, 328 films were produced in 1931. The new sound technology
supported to raisethe quality of music and songs and integrate it with the films.
Studios emerged across major cities like Chennai, Kolkata, and Mumbai by 1935.This
happened after the success of Devdas whichattracted audience nationwide. Bombay
Talkies, Prabhat Film Company, Modern Theatres, Imperial Film Company,
WadiaMovietone, New Theatre Company, Madras Studios and other companies
played a major role in the production of films.During 1931-40, Ardeshir Irani, V.
Shantaram, Himamshu Roy, Wadia Brothers, K.C.Barua, Bimal Roy,
K.Subramanyam andothers were the prominent film makers. Important films of this
period include – Alam Ara (1931), Kalidas (1931), ToofanMail (1932), Chandidas
(1932), Indra Sabha (1932), Devdas (1935), Jai Bharat (1936), Amarjyothi (1936),
Santa Tukaram (1936), Santa Jnaneshwar (1940), Dancer (1940), Gopalkrishna
(1948). Most of the films were made in Hindi, Marathi,Bengali, Gujarati, Tamil,
Telugu, Kannada and Malayalam languages during this period. Filmmaker R.S.D.
Choudhury produced Wrath (1930), banned bythe British Raj in India as it depicted
actors as Indian leaders, an expression censoredduring the days of the Indian
independence movement. Actors like Chetan Anand, S. S. Vasan and Devki Bose
were among the very first movie stars that India had known.
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The decade of 30s was known as the decade of films,
because many prominent innovations were adopted in
the Indian cinema. Along with talents, artists, studio,
productions, audio technology there was another
innovation that is colour films. In the year 1937,
again under the production of Ardeshir Irani a film
released called Kisan Kanya (Peasant Girl), which
was the first indigenous cine colour feature film in
India. The story was written by Saadat Hasan Manto
(a very well known Pakistani writer) and directed by
Moti B. Gidwani. Though the colour format did not
become popular till the 1950‘sbut the film was a great Figure v. Kisan Kanya (1937)
commercial success. No one could even remotely imagine the form that the Indian
film industry was going to take in the coming decades. The commercial success of the
film industry alsoestablished Mumbai as the hub of the Indian film industry with
numerous hits during the thirties like Madhuri (1932), Indira M. A. (1934), Anarkali
(1935), Miss Frontier Mail (1936), and Punjab Mail (1939).
2.4. POST INDEPENDENCE ERA OR THE GOLDEN ERA (1951 TO 1960)
The decade of 40s was the struggling period for Indians. For films industry
momentum got ceased due to post World War II and India-Pakistan partition effect.
The long lasting struggle for freedom since 1857 to 1947, about 90 years to gain
Independence from British Raj was very tiring. In the year 1947, while India gained
freedom from Britishers, on the other side lost a part of the nation, as Pakistan. In this
landmark territorial partition, millions of people lost their relatives and close ones,
displaced from their native homes on the basis of religion. Hindu-Muslim bloodshed
accorded great loss to the film industry because most of the studios, artists, singers,
technicians, musicians and producers went to Pakistan.
The golden era for Indian film industry in real sense came in 1950s but it is still a
skeptical view. If we observe that the golden era has already started in 40s but the
effect of WWII and the year 1947 had scattered the cinema reign. It was noticed that
the cinema production declined due to limited imports of film stocks and some
government restrictions. Still the productions didn't stop, it is only the numbers of
films produced decreased comparatively. If films were released they were
motivational and based on stories showcasing freedom struggle and frustrations for
the independence. Films made during this period were a medium of expression for
social awareness. Cinema was no longer confined for entertainment purpose only
instead it acts as an instrument to reach to masses.
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Cinema became a medium to transform the nation which was ruled by social evils and
suffering from atrocities of British Raj. Many directors and producers began to
incorporate the elements of Indian social life in the films for the masses and
particularly youth. At that time India was struggling to achieve independence from
Britishers and attain Swaraj. Patriotism was yielding in every Indian and cinema
brought some patriotic films which emerged as a new genre for films. In 1940s to
1950s movies focused on Patriotism like ‗Sikandara‘ (1941), ‗Kismet‘ (1943),
‗Shaheed‘(1948). Kismet was well known for its songs with a clear message of Indian
nationalism ‗Door Hato O Duniya Valo, Hindustan Hamara Hai‘ (‗Go away,
youinvaders! India is ours‘). Initially cinema was limited to certain section of society,
like elites or upper class, but the intention was to be accessible to all in the society.
The talkies brought the middle class to the theatres. To be more accessible to the
masses in the society, the talkies reduced the cost as low as 4paisa. Indian cinema
was made to be tailored for masses depicting from social issues to patriotism. Film
historians regard that during 1940s films were critically acclaimed and were made to
explore the difficult working-class life in India and the real dichotomies of the
society.
The post Independence went through significant transformation in the film industry. It
was the commencement of Golden era for Indian film industry. It was when Indian
constitution was formed and many constitutional bodies and review committees were
established. Among them, S. K. Patil Commission was formed to review the Indian
film industry. In his report, he viewed cinema as a combination of art, industry, and
showmanship with challenging commercial future. With a view to make profitable
film industry and to promote it he recommended to set up a Film Finance Corporation
under the Ministry of Finance. Its purpose was to support financially the talents of the
film industry throughout India. To promote the industry, Indian government
established Film Division of India. This division promoted qualitative films under the
Ministry of Information and Broadcasting in the year 1948. It promoted many artists
and directors to make films for social awareness. It is now world‘s largest
documentary film producers in the world which makes approximately 200 short films
and documentaries in 18 varied languages.
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Government initiative was welcomed by the film constituents and during this period
studio‘s pop up for productions of films like A.R.Kardar‘s ‗Kardar Studio‘,
V.Shantaram‘s ‗Rajkamal Kalamandir Studio‘,Mehboob Khan‘s ‗Mehboob Studio‘,
Raj Kapoor‘s ‗R.K.Studio‘ etc, became prominent film making companies. The 50s
saw the evolution of great
directors like Bimal Roy, Satyajit
Ray, Raj Kapoor, Guru Dutt,
V.Shantaram, Mehboob Khan,
Kundan Lal Sehgal and others
who paved a new path in the film
industry. They were not new but
associated with the industry even
from before Independence. Many
of the directors and actors did not
get any professional skill in this
area but they were associated to
the film making or the studios as a
Figure vi. Logo of R. K. Studios
crew member or assistant to the masters. Cinema is for opportunists and talented,
hence only those survive in the industry who has actual talent. The success of Indian
film was judged on the basis of Box Office economics. It is calculated on the basis of
Domestic Gross and Net Collection in India minus taxes. The colour films too gained
pace and dominated the industry. This period of cinema was remarkably outstanding
and transformative. It has witnessedupgrade in the quality of films, actors, musics,
singers and scripts.
The 1950s and 1960s was a real golden era for the contribution of actors, musicians,
singers and scripts. In the contemporary cinema we are following the golden era and
duplicating the scripts and musics. Some remarkable films like Sohrab Modi‘s Jhansi
Ki Rani(1953), Shantaram‘s Jhanak Jhanak
Payal Baaje(1955), Satyajit Ray‘s Pather
Panchali(1955),Aparajito(1956),
Apoor
Sansar(1959) and Jalsagar(1958), Mehboob
Khan‘s Mother India(1957), Raj Kapoor‘s
Awara (1951) and Sri 420(1955), Guru Dutt‘s
Kagaz ke Phool(1959), Bazi(1951)and
Pyasa(1957), Bimal Ray‘s Do Bigha
Zamin(1953),
K.Asif‘s
Mughal-eAzam(1960),
Pendarkar‘s
Chatrapati
Shivaji(1952), Vasan‘s Mr.Sampath(1952) Figure vii. Poster of Mother India
and so on. There were remarkable male actors like Ashok Kumar, Sunil Dutt,
Rajendra Kumar, Shammi Kapoor, Pran, Prem Chopra, Madan Puri, Johnny Walker,
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Asit Sen from this era who are considered incomparable even to this day. In this era,
some of the biggest successes achieved as an actor, director and producer was Raj
Kapoor still regarded as the ‗greatest showman in Indian cinema.‘ His life was
dedicated to film making with his famous saying ―Jeena Yehan Marna Yehan, Iske
Siwa Jana Kahan‖(Life and death are here only and where else can we go). Dilip
Kumar, who pioneered a form of method acting that influenced decades of
Bollywood‘s biggest superstars, critically acclaimed Guru Dutt, and trendsetting
superstar Dev Anand were other remarkable actors of this era. Not leaving behind the
female actorsalso shared credits like Nargis, Vyjayanthimala, Meena Kumari,
Madhubala, Nutan, Waheeda Rehman, and Sadhana, through their charming and
beautiful performance on the screen. The audience always adorned them.
However, the Indian film music Industry of golden era has also given greatest
renowned music directors. Legends like S.D. Burman, Salil Chowdhury, ShankarJaikishan, Laxmikant-Pyarelal, Madan Mohan, O.P.Nayyar, Chitragupt, R. D.
Burman composed magical numbers. Singers such as K. L. Saigal, Mohammad Rafi,
Geeta Dutt, Shamshad Begum, Suraiya, Kishore Kumar, Lata Mangeshkar, Asha
Bhonsle, Suman Kalyanpur, Manna Dey, Talat Mehmood and many more ruled the
era with celebrated music and laid the foundations of its integral role in Indian
cinema. The lyrics also were penned by the poets with their simplicity of words and
expression about the deep spiritual truths of existence around; whether it is a patriotic
song, romantic song or a devotional song, they all celebrated life with beautiful tones.
Lyricists such as Shailendra, Hasrat Jaipuri, Majrooh Sultanpuri, Neeraj, Anand
Bakshi, Sahir Ludhianvi, Shakeel Badayuni, Pradeep, Kaifi Azmi and Gulzar penned
remarkable, soul-stirring poetries some of which were replete with clichés and
metaphors contributing to the golden era. Some unforgettable musical notes like
‗Achcha Ji Main Haari Chalo Maan Jaao‘—Kala Pani (1958) by S. D. Burman,
‗Adha Hai Chandrama‘—Navrang(1959) by C. Ramchandra, ‗Ai Dil Hai Mushkil
Jeena Yahaan‘—C.I.D (1956) by O.P. Nayyar, ‗Awaara Hoon‘—Awara(1951) by
Shankar Jaikishan, ‗Babu Samjho Ishare‘—Chalti Ka Naam Gaadi (1958) by S.D.
Burman, ‗Chhod Do Aanchal Zamana Kya Kahe Ga‘—Paying Guest (1957) by S.D.
Burman, ‗De Di Hamein Aazadi‘—Jagriti (1954) by Hemant Kumar and such list
goes on with such endless notes which still exist in the film lover‘s mind.
2.5. EMERGENCE OF PARALLEL HINDI CINEMA
While the Hindi cinema was in its peak of all the industry and profit to the producers
were equally shared with the government as well in the form of taxes. It has generated
a good number of employability for the nation and scope of representative in the
international platform. The industry was named as Bollywood. The name becomes
everyone‘s dream to achieve. Many talents started to struggle to get chance in the
industry and of course the industry has given them money and fame to real talents.
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The actors became as one of the reasons to magnetize the audience and resulted to
Box office hits, such stars were then recognised as superstars.
In this decade, Bollywood and regional films grew very well in the country because
of the technological advancements and creative ventures. Film shooting took place in
India and abroad. Due to its international ventures and participatory in productions
the Second International Film Festival was organised in Delhi in 1961.The
Government of India also established National Film Archives of India in 1964. The
National Film Development Corporation also came into existence in order to promote
new cinema in the country.
The mythological stories of the past are now being replaced by socio-reformist films,
which were made during pre-independence era but the directors like Satyajit Ray,
Bimol Roy, Ritwik Ghatak, and Mrinal
Sen gave new definitions to these films.
If the masses are very close to cinema
they would feel the relevance of films
too. These directors then focused on
making films on dowry system,
polygamy, prostitution, lives of low
classes which were mostly ignored as
Figure viii. Poster of Apu Trilogy
the subjects. Hindi cinema was obviously
flourishing and producing end number of hits. The era emerged with an alternative
cinema or parallel cinema. Prominent films of 1960s such as Bimal Roy‘s Do Bigha
Zamin (1953), Satyajit Ray‘s Charulatha(1964), Raj Kapoor‘sSangam (1964), Pather
Panchali (1955), the first part of The Apu Trilogy (1955–1959) by Satyajit Ray are
considered to have laid the foundations. The Apu Trilogy won major prizes at all the
major international film festivals and led to the ‗Parallel Cinema Movement‘ being
firmly established in Indian cinema.

Satyajit Ray and Ritwik Ghatak went on to direct many more critically acclaimed ‗art
films', and they were followed by other acclaimed Indian independent film makers
such as Mrinal Sen, Adoor Gopalakrishnan, Mani Kaul and Buddhadeb
Dasgupta.During the 1960s, Indira Gandhi's intervention during her reign as the
Information and Broadcasting Minister of India further led to the production of offbeat cinematic expression being supported by the official Film Finance Corporation.
Some epic films were also produced at the time, including K.Asif‘s Mughal-e-Azam
(1960) which has immense commercial success while also appealing to critics in
India and abroad. Mehboob Khan‘s Mother India (1957) earned the highest revenue
for any Hindi film at that time and was nominated for the Academy Award for Best
Foreign Language Film. V.Shantaram's Do Aankhen Barah Haath (1957) is believed
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to have inspired the Hollywood film, The Dirty Dozen (1967). Madhumati (1958),
directed by Bimal Royand written by Ritwik Ghatak, popularized the theme of
reincarnation in Westernpopular culture. Other mainstream Hindi filmmakers at the
time included KamalAmrohi and Vijay Bhatt.
Chetan Anand's social realist film Neecha Nagar(1946) won the Grand Prize atthe
first Cannes Film Festival. Indian films were frequently in competition for thePalme
d'Or at the Cannes Film Festival for nearly every year in the 1950s and early1960s,
with a number of them winning major prizes at the festival. Satyajit Ray also won the
Golden Lion at the Venice Film Festival for Aparajito (1956), the second part of the
Apu Trilogy, and the Golden Bear and two Silver Bears for Best Director atthe Berlin
International Film Festival. Ray's contemporaries, Ritwik Ghatak and Guru Dutt,
were overlooked in their own lifetimes but have belatedly generated international
recognition much later in the 1980s and 1990s. Ray is regarded as one of the great
stalwarts of 20th century cinema, with Dutt and Ghatak. Raj Kapoor‘s films found a
strong fan base in the Soviet Union while classics such as Mother India (1957) were
dubbed in many European languages, and successfully screened in countries across
Latin America, North Africa, and Southeast Asia. Inspired by social and political
changes, as well as cinematic movements in both the U.S. and Europe, the 1960s saw
the birth of India‘s own New Wave. Driven by a desire to offer a greater sense of
realism and an understanding of the common man, the films during this era differed
greatly from larger commercial productions, which were mostly colourful escapism.
It was the latter that would eventually become the template for the Masala film, a
mash of genres including action, comedy, and melodrama punctuated by
approximately six song and dance numbers. This is the model still used for most
contemporary Bollywood films.
Cinema and Now
Over the years through this period of golden era and Parallel Cinema, the cinema
industry conducted progressive experiments. A good number of New Wave films
were produced in the country. With the new wave there were Art and Masala films as
well produced in the country. During this period new actors evolved who later shaped
and enriched the taste of audience for the films. The 70s saw a new theme of films
like love stories, revenge, actions, gangsters, factions, stunts and adventures for new
things. Amitabh Bachchan is the
iconic star
known for his
angryyoung
man
roles.
He
dominated the silver screen with
other male leads likeMithun
Chakraborty and Anil Kapoor and
female
actresses
including
Figure ix. Poster of Sholay
HemaMalini, Jaya Bhaduri (Bachchan)
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and Rekha for several years. There was a change in cinema screen rolls. The 70mm
films came in the country which gave a wide visual and more clarity in the screen and
production of mega- budget movies. This enriched the status of Indian film industry.
The 1970s, thus, marked the upsurge of commercial
movies with trendsetter films suchas Sholay (1975),
which established Amitabh Bachchan's standing as
theprotagonist. Another notable production from
1975 was Deewar, directed byYash Chopra and
written by Salim-Javed. A crime film putting a
policemanagainst his brother, a gang leader based on
real-life smuggler Haji Mastan, portrayed by
Amitabh Bachchan. During this time, the
Government of India also formulated new censorship
regulations and placed certain reasonable restrictions
on the film makers.

Figure x. Poster of Deewar

For parallel cinema it was a ‗Golden Age.‘ Many regional cinemas thrived while
competing with the national cinema. These films won many laurels at the
international stage. Malayalam cinema of Kerala (South India) is regarded as one of
the best Indian films experienced its own ‗GoldenAge' in the 1980s and early
1990s.Some of the most acclaimed Indian filmmakers atthe time were from the
Malayalam industry, including Adoor Gopalakrishnan, G.Aravindan, T. V.Chandran
and Shaji N. Karun. Adoor Gopalakrishnan, who is often considered to be Satyajit
Ray's spiritual heir, directed some of his most acclaimed films during this period
including Elippathayam (1981) which won trophy at the London Film Festival.
Mathilukal (1989) won major prizes at the Venice
Film Festival.
Commercial Hindi cinema further grew throughout
the 1980s and the 1990s with the release of films
such as Ek Duuje Ke Liye (1981) Mr. India (1987),
Qayamat Se Qayamat Tak (1988), Tezaab (1988),
Chandni
(1989),
Maine
Pyar
Kiya
(1989),Baazigar (1993), Darr (1993), Dilwale
Dulhaniya Le Jayenge (1995) and KuchKuch Hota
Hai (1998), many of which starred Shahrukh
Khan, Aamir Khan and Salman Khan. They were
the highest grossing actors who produced highest
profit to the film industry.
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Indian Cinema also got recognized at the American Academy Awards. Three
Indianfilms, Mother India (1957), Salaam Bombay! (1988), and Lagaan (2001),
werenominated for the Academy Award for Best Foreign Language Film. Indian
winners of the Academy Awards include Bhanu Athaiya (costume designer), Satyajit
Ray (Lifetime Achievement; Filmmaker), A. R. Rahman (music composer), Resul
Pookutty (sound editor) and Gulzar (lyricist). In the late 1990s, 'Parallel Cinema'
began experiencing a resurgence in mainstream Hindi cinema, largely due to the
critical and commercial success of Satya
(1998), a low-budget filmbased on the
Mumbai underworld, directed by Ram Gopal
Varma and written by Anurag Kashyap. The
film's success led to the emergence of a
distinct genre known as Mumbai Noir, urban
films reflecting social problems in the city of
Mumbai. Later films belonging to the Mumbai
Noir genre include Madhur Bhandarkar's
Figure xii. A. R. Rahman and
Resul Pookutty with Oscars
Chandni Bar(2001) and Traffic Signal (2007),
Ram Gopal Varma's Company (2002) and itsprequel D (2005), Anurag Kashyap's
Black Friday (2007), Irfan Kamal's Thanks Maa(2009), and Deva Katta's
Prasthanam (2010).
Despite certain drawbacks and limitations, some hit films were produced by the
commercial and new wave film makers in the country. During this period many
creative directors brought international recognition to the Indian cinema through their
committed works.
The National Democratic Alliance Government gave the status of industry to Indian
films and enabled the nationalised banks and insurance companies to extend financial
support to the film makers. Most of the films were commercial films which were
made with a view to make money. A second innings of new wave cinema and genre
also began. The Indian culture and films are widely discussed at the international
level. The Bollywood and regional films have grown commendably over a period of
time and influenced the global film making values and tendencies. The Indian films
are screened in the international film festivals in good number in the recent times.
There is a bright future for Indian cinema in the years to come.
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2.6 CHECK YOUR PROGRESS
1. Describe the Silent Era of Indian Cinema?
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________
2. Why 50‘s is known as the Golden Era of Indian Cinema?
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
3. Describe the necessity and emergence of commercial cinema?
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
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UNIT - 3 COMING OF TELEVISION AND
STATE’SDEVELOPMENT AGENDA
Unit Structure
3.1. Learning Objective
3.2. Introduction
3.3. Invention of Television
3.4. Television in India
3.5. Role of Television in State‘s Development
3.5.1. Programme for Education
3.5.2. Programme for Rural Development
3.6. Check Your Progress
3.1 LEARNING OBJECTIVE
After completion of this unit, learners should be able to understand:
 History of Television in India;
 Development of Educational Television in India; and
 Development agenda put by the State through Television.
3.2 INTRODUCTION
Television plays an important role in our life. Without it, the entertain part of our life is
incomplete. Radio, Television, Internet, Mobile Phone and Computer have become an
important part of our life. Television includes channels with such programmes which
cater to all the ages, from children to adults. Television programmes are not only meant
for entertainment. It provides us with knowledge in the form of news from around the
world, education, politics, economics, technology, science and environment. The
programmes run on television make us connect to many industries which are far off
from us. The reality shows and the interactive sessions provide an opportunity to
prosper socially and financially.
Television has played a major role in the development of our country. It has not only
focused on education but a remarkable development digitization of the country. When
the private channels entered the Indian market, initially it was difficult to compete with
Doordarshan which was a public service broadcaster. But it had a great concern and
committed to educate and empower the audience. Since the competition was high
Doordarshan was acting as a catalyst for social change, promoting national integration
and contributing towards literacy campaigns. Every time it came with a new format as
per the requirement of the audience. The regional channels of Doordarshan are playing
a pivotal role in the development programme in their respective regions.
Television has always flagged a supportive role. There are many policies of which
remote areas are unawareor it is difficult to educate people in those areas. Television
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programmes help in reaching those remotest areas of the country to educate people.
Many development agenda by the government was easily achieved through television.
Education, Socio-economic, Health and Rural Development are always on top of the
list for any government.
In India, we have utilized television to enrich culture and empower every possible
sector. We assume television as one way communicative process but some programmes
have disappointed the paradigm. Reality shows like Kaun Banega Crorepati, Dance
India Dance, India‘s Got Talent, Indian Idol, Aap Ki Adalat have made every Indians
dream come true. We have seen how a common man achieves stardom in a day. There
are programmes where an individual gets an opportunity to achieve his dreams, a
common man can question the government directly, point out the challenges in public
policies. There are many programmes which take care of education for underprivileged.
Let us briefly discuss some of the development programmes telecast by the national
broadcaster.
3.3 INVENTION OF TELEVISION
Television was not invented by a single person, with due technical evolution and
contribution of the scientists it took a long time to build a television. The beginning of
television history starts from the 1800s. Initially the television was made of mechanical
television before electronic version. Before being said on television it all began with
electromagnetism by Joseph Henry and Michael Faraday’s work with electronic
communication in 1831. In 1873, two scientists named May and Smith experimented
with Selenium and light, they found that it became easier to transmit images through
electronic signals. By 1880, Alexander Graham Bell and Thomas Edison they
proposed a tele-phone device that could make possible transmit images as well as sound
known as Photo-phone. The process was succeeded by Paul Nipkow in 1884. He was
able to send images through wiresand
metal disk technology called the electric
telescope. In the beginning of the 1900s, a
new term was coined for the invention by
Nipkow, the device called as ‗Television‘
in the International Electricity Congress at
World‘s Fair in Paris. Soon after people
discovered this invention, several scientists
started working on Nipkow‘s metal disk
technology.

Figure i. Initial Experiments on TV

In 1923, much after so many changes a Russian socialist from Russia, Vladimir
Zworykin filed patents for his Iconoscope a TV camera tube. It is also called an
electronic eye which laid the foundation for Television development. He later
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developed his work with the Kinescope for picture display. He was often known as the
father of television but never accepted the credit because there were others too who
worked on it. Later in 1924, he again patented the colour television system too. By this
time, in U.S., The Department of Commerce and A. Graham Bell‘s Bell Company
together conducted the first long distance transmission of images between Washington
D.C. and New York City on April 7th, 1927. The experiment got positive response.
Bell Telephone and the U.S. Department of Commerce conducted the first longdistance use of television that took place between Washington D.C. and New York
City. Secretary of Commerce Herbert Hoover commented, ―Today we have, in a sense,
the transmission of sight for the first time in the world‘s history. Human genius has
now destroyed the impediment of distance in new respect, and in a manner hitherto
unknown.‖ As an inspiration, from transmission of voices through waves, Philo Taylor
Farnsworth, a 21 year old boy, was able to transform those images into code and move
along radio waves to different devices. With its invention, in the same year 1927,he
filed patent on the first electronic television system which he called Image Dissector
(Figure i). Thus, began the era of first electronic television. Later in 1928, Charles
Jenkins got the permission from Federal Radio Commission (FDC) to start a television
station. In 1930, he successfully broadcast his first TV commercial. The British
Broadcasting Corporation since then started regular TV transmissions.
America started its own broadcasting station in 1928 and in the same year commercial
supply of Television sets based on mechanical systems was made by John Baird‘s
model. Till 1938, it was a hit in the market. Introduction of colour television was
successfully operated in the commercial market by 1946, though it was already
introduced and patented in 1925 by Vladimir Zworykin. Till World War II (WWII)
Black & White TV was in trend but post WWII colour TV commercially spread to
every house in America. There were two Television Giants CBS (Columbia Radio
Broadcasting) and RCA (Radio Corporation of America) who were competing against
each other in the limited market of America. With such broadcasting centres and
increase in television channels became one of the major sources of entertainment for
the public. On that they introduced cable television which was first introduced in
Pennsylvania to reach rural population as a low cost investment.
Now television has become so popular that it started spreading to other parts of the
world, there was a huge demand for productions for television sets. With this rise in
1962, America started its TV broadcasting through its own satellite known as Telstar
developed with the support of Bell Labs, French National Post, British General Post
office and other telecom offices. Now the national and international TV channels we
enjoy are all transmitted through satellites directly.
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3.4. TELEVISION IN INDIA
For a country like India and a unique technological innovation Television is like buying
all you need in a box. After Cinema, Television was the most amazing thing that
happened to India as this made infotainment at home. At that time people have to pay
for entertainment whereas the Television brings home the entertainment for life time.
The purpose of television was not only entertainment but for India it was introduced to
educate. The rate of illiteracy was very high in India hence the Government thought of
using TV as the best medium to educate and inform. But let's start with the introduction
of TV in India as we have to understand the purpose.
As television was very popular in other
countries, so, the Govt. of India decided
to start this as a audio-video medium. On
September 15, 1959, TV was introduced
with an experimental transmission from
Delhi. As it was on experiment basis, it
was first started under engineering and
technical staff of Akashvani. Akashvani
was originally the Radio Station of India,
but it was called as Doordashan Kendra.
Initially a small set-up studio and a low Figure x. Initial Logo of Doordarshan
power transmitter of 25 kms of range with 21 community TV sets were established. It
was provided by UNESCO with a grant of US$ 20,000. The firm, Philips (India) gave
equipment for the studio. The experiment did well and reached the targeted community
with the support of the United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural
Organisation (UNESCO) and The Ford Foundation. The programmes were broadcast
twice a week (for an hour) on themes like education, community health, road safety,
constitutional rights and duties. Indian infrastructure was poor in education, so, for
education in 1961 some more programmes were introduced such as an experimental
channel like School Televisoon (STV)/ Educational Television project. Its purpose was
to educate middle and higher secondary pupils.
The experiment was successfully completed and resulted in good remarks. The
government supported the television project financially too. In 1961, television
programmes were attracted for the teachers, so, that teachers should be scientifically
and technically skilled to teach students at their level. Gradually, it started programme
for four days in a week. From 1965, transmission started for an hour daily. In 1967,
Krishi Darshan Programmes were started for farmers in 80 village teleclubs, such clubs
were located in Delhi, U.P. and Harayana. In 1972, television services were extended to
Bombay(now Mumbai). This was followed by stations in Srinagar and Amritsar in
1973, and in Calcutta, Madras and Lucknow in 1975. The broadcasting of television
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transmission was slow and vague. But gradually due to financial and technical support
it became fine. It covered a population of 45 million spread over 75,000 square
kilometres with eight television stations. After 17 years, in 1976 the television
transmission was successfully delinked from All Indian Radio and constituted
Doordarshan, the national television network, an independent body under the
department of Ministry of Information and Broadcasting.
In the same year, an independent experimental project was undertaken for educational
purposes between August 1975 and July 1976 called Satellite Instructional Television
Experiment (SITE). The satellite project provided 2400 television sets to educate
people of six states. In the beginning it reached to the backwards areas of Andhra
Pradesh, Bihar, Karnataka, Madhya Pradesh, Orissa and Rajasthan. The satellite was
lent for one year from NASA as an Indo-US first joint venture to use technology for
education. This project is known to be the largest communication experiments in the
world. The project was widely accepted by the rural population and in 1976, the advent
of advertising on Doordarshan established TV as a future of Mass Media. Since then
the publicity and advertising started to venture on Doordarshan for commercial
broadcasting during breaks. The SITE experiment not only educated the rural
population but also produced entertainment programmes which actually brought TV
closer to the masses.
India got its first domestic communication satellite, INSAT-1A, which became
operational in 1982 and that was the beginning of the Television Era. The Doordarshan
started its telecast to all national, regional and local services to Indian viewers. For the
first time, Doordarshan started to feed a nationwide programme as the ‗National
Programme‘ which was telecast simultaneously from Delhi to all the regional stations.
In the same year, the colour television was introduced in Indian market and the first
programme to broadcast in colour was the live telecast of 15th August Independence
Day parade in 1982. This followed by Asian Games hosted by India in November 1982
at Delhi. The coverage of Asian games was introduced in colour broadcast.
In 1980s, many peoplestarted to own Colour and B&Ws and the perspective for
Television changed among the Indians. Introduction of various TV genres changed the
viewership; like in the genre of drama, it was Hum Log(1984) and Buniyaad (1986-87),
Comedy shows like Yeh Jo Hai Zindagi (1984), Waghley Ki Duniya (1988), Nukkad
(1986), Mungari Lal Ke Hasin Sapne (1989) reflected everyday life's struggles, failures
and triumphs in a comedy form. Women empowerment drama Rajni (1985) became
immensely popular due to women lead role. Mythological dramas like Ramayana
(1987-88) and Mahabharata (1988-89) gave people window to see this great epics in the
audio-visual form. Later on many such programmes glued viewers to the TV. Bharat Ek
Khoj, a historical drama by Shyam Benegal was very popular due to its visual
narratives about India and its history. Other popular historical serial like The Sword of
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Tipu Sultan, literary work, Chandrakanta, Crime thriller Byomkesh Bakshi,
Karamchand and Janki Jasoos glued millions to the Doordarshan. Hindi films based
programmes like Chitrahaar, Rangoli and weekly telecasts of a film made people love
this medium. Programmes related to children- Vikram Betal, The Stone Boy, Malgudi
Days were also available. By this time, nearly 90 percent of the Indian population was
receiving Doordarshan programmes through 1400 terrestrial transmitters.
Cable Television Network
The early nineties saw a key shift in the Television era. In
1991, Prime Minister, Narshimha Rao, came up with a
policy to allow private and foreign broadcasters to engage
in broadcasting operations in India under the economic
Figure xi. Logo of Star TV

and social reform policy. As soon as the government
pulled out the regulations of broadcasting immediately foreign channels like CNN,
STAR TV covered the Indian TV market. Soon domestic channels like ZEE TV and
Sun TV jumped into the Indian broadcasting wagon.
Television boomed during the 90s, as Cable TV brought a
revolution for home entertainment. India was seen as a
major hub for investors and TV became a great medium
to hold any market. The Cable TV in India is regulated by
the ‗Cable TV Networks Regulation Act, 1995,‘ regarding Figure xii. Logo of ZEE
their programs and advertisements. The judgement of the Supreme Court favoured the
investors and allowed privatisation because airwaves are not controlled by any
government. Since then, television in India grew exponentially, from 41 sets in 1962
with one channel and by 1995 more than 100 channels covered around 70 million
homes.
As the number of international channels flourished, like HBO and Sony TV networks
with the multitude of Hindi language. During this, Doordarshan was left behind but it
has the world largest transmitters and technical studios, hence it started with regional
language channels all over India. The entertainment channel caught hold of every
household, it became easier to reach news as well. With the start of 2003, there has
been enormous increase in news channels, from state owned to local news channels,
from CNN-IBN to Aaj Tak news channels. By 2012, over 823 satellite television
channels were broadcast. This list includes state owned Doordarshan, News
Corporation owned Star TV, Sony owned Sony Entertainment Television, Zee TV
Network, Sun Network and Asia Net.
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Direct to Home (DTH) Service
The installation for cable television became a mixed
bag for the cable network provider. There came the
monopoly of the cable network provider because an
individual has to pay much higher than the channel
transmission charges, hence the government was unable
to check on rates. Therefore an amendment was made
in the section 9 of the Cable Television Networks
(Regulation) Amendment Ordinance, 1995. The
mandatory usage of the Digital Addressable System and Figure xiii. DTH Instrument
as per the policy viewers would be able to access digital services only through a set top
box (STB). Digital Addressable System or Conditional Access System (CAS) is a
digital mode of transmitting TV channels through a Set Top Box. In this system, the
viewer would pay directly to the channel provider as charges applicable. Set Top Box is
a Direct To Home (DTH) service which does not need wires or cable; it is encrypted
and connected with the satellite transmission signals directly. According to the
Television Audience Measurement (TAM) annual universe update 2015, India has over
167 millions households with TV sets, among those 161 million have access to Cable
TV or Satellite TV, including 84 millions households which are DTH subscribers.
As per the Telecom Regularity Authority of India (TRAI) annual report of 2015-16, it
was found that India has the world‘s second largest TV market after China. As on
March 2016, there were 2841 million households, around 1811 million have Television
sets which are being served by cable TV services and DTH services, in addition to the
terrestrial TV network of Doordarshan which serves about 92.62 percent of country‘s
population through a vast network of terrestrial transmitters. India‘s television industry
grew from Rs 4,75,003 crore in 2014-15 to Rs 5,42,003 crores in 2015-16, thereby
registering a growth of around 14.10%. Subscription revenues account for a major
share of the overall industry revenue. Subscription revenues rose from Rs. 3,20,003
Crores in 2014-15 to Rs. 3,61,003 crore in 2015-16. On a similar note, advertisement
revenues grew from Rs.1,55,003 Crores in 2014-15 to Rs. 1,81,003 Crores in 2015-16.
India is the second largest subscription television market in the Asia Pacific Region in
terms of number of subscribers. India is amongst few countries to register a double digit
growth in the 21st century in terms of television advertising.
3.5. ROLE OF TELEVISION IN STATE’S DEVELOPMENT
The agenda for the development is a challenge for any government. There are
numerous schemes that have been implemented. Government cannot reach every
location. Hence, mass media has been utilized as an important medium to disseminate
information and educate the audience. Audio-video technology is more effective than
print technology. If we see a country like India, the illiteracy rate decreased as the
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media technology like TV, Radio or Print medium evolved. Even after this technology
was introduced but poverty played an important role in not allowing people to own it.
For some people the technology is like a curse. India is an agricultural country and
most of the population is dependent on agriculture, hence life goes around yielding
fields. It was too hard for the educators to spread media literacy. With due time, it was
found that it serves multiple purposes of entertainment, information and education.
Even if the literacy rate was not high, radio and TV worked a lot for spread of
information and entertainment. Television was more admired by the audience due to its
audio and visual learning technology. Similarly every country from America to China
uses television as their best medium for education and is controlled by the government.
Likewise when television came to India in 1959 in Delhi, it was started as an
experiment in social communication for which small groups of tele-clubs were created
in 21 community centres with limited television sets and transmission range of 25 Kms
radius. The programmes were telecast for one hour every Tuesday and Friday. The
nature as well as impact of these programmes was evaluated by the National
Fundamental Education Centre and Indian Adult Education Association, New Delhi.
The findings of the experiment were encouraging and the project was considered a
success. For a long time, till it became a medium of entertainment it was very well
utilized for education with programmes like Krishi Darshan for farmers, ETV for
educating students, SITE project for infotainment, UGC sponsored Gyandarshan for
school and college students.
3.5.1. PROGRAMMES FOR EDUCATION
The objective of the introduction of television in India was to educate the unreachable
masses. India is home to the largest population of 287 million illiterate adults in the
world. This amounts to 37% of the global total. There is a strong relationship between
illiteracy and poverty. Hence it is very important to increase the rate of education and
literacy to the masses for a prosperous nation. Post-Independence, India was suffering
from poverty, illiteracy and unemployment. There were programmes which only meant
to educate, such as:
I) Delhi School Television Project (1961) - It was supported by All India Radio and
Ford Foundation for the development of education television in India. The broadcast
was designed specially for Science subjects like Physics, Chemistry, Mathematics and
Language classes upto standard IX. Three 20 minutes programmes were broadcast each
morning, five days a week and repeated in the afternoon for the benefit of the second
shift. Its aim was to improvise the standard of the school in view of the shortage of
laboratories, equipment, space and sufficient teaching assistants. The project was able
to provide the students with laboratory training. As the result was constructive, the
project ran for a decade and expanded its reach with the increase in number of stations.
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II) Satellite Instructional Television Experiment (SITE) (1975) - The project was a
joint venture project between India, Atomic Energy Commission and America‘s
NASA. It was a turning point for the Indian history of education. The satellite was lent
to India for one year to study the use of technology in the field of education and
development. Telecasts were made for four hours a day out of which one and a half
hours in the morning were meant for primary school children and two and a half hours
in the evening for adults. The school programmes of 22.5 minutes duration each in
Hindi, Kannada, Odia and Telugu were telecast on each school day for rural primary
school children of 5-12 years age group to make children realize the importance of
science in their day to day life. The SITE project materialised the importance of
technology to reach the remotest place of the country to educate and inform.
III) Indian National Satellite Project (INSAT)-ETV (1982) - India‘s first indigenous
multipurpose geostationary satellite to become the sixth country to own a
communication satellite. It was launched on 10 April 1982 and inaugurated on 15
August 1982 with initial transmission timings between 8.30 to 10.00 P.M. Education
television (ETV) project was initiated for selected elementary schools of ETV
programmes through the satellite for the elementary school children and teachers
available in Andhra Pradesh, Bihar, Gujarat, Maharashtra, Odisha and Uttar Pradesh.
The programmes were categorised in two age groups of school children (5-8 years and
9-11 years). A capsule of 45 minutes duration consisting of two separate programmes one for the lower age group and the other for the upper age group were telecast
regularly. Now the ETV programmes are offered in five languages- Odiya, Telugu,
Marathi, Gujarati and Hindi- for a large population of primary school children.
Telecasts in Hindi are being received in all Hindi speaking states in the northern belt.

IV) UGC-Higher Education Television Project (HETV) (1984) - An initiative by the
University Grants Commission in collaboration with INSAT started an educational
television project, popularly known as ‗Country Wide Classroom‘ on August 15, 1984
with the aim to update, upgrade and enrich the quality of education while extending
their reach. Under this programme a one-hour programme in English on a variety of
subjects is presented with the objective of general enrichment for undergraduates,
educated public and the teachers as well. Mass Communication Research Centres were
set up by the UGC at different institutions in the country, to ascertain high quality of
programming for this project. The UGC country wide classroom seeks to take quality
higher education to the nook and corner of the country. Thus college students in rural
areas also had access to good teachers and high quality audio-visual aids. It leads to fill
the knowledge gap between the urban and the rural students. The UGC educational
telecast aims at a broader audience. It offers enrichment programmes which are not
restricted to a syllabus. Thus, it is beneficial to the teachers and also to the unemployed
graduates.
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V) IGNOU-Doordarshan Telecast (1991) - It was designed mainly for Distance
learners. Initially it was telecast on Monday, Wednesday and Friday from 6.30 to 7.00
A.M through the national network of Doordarshan with an aim to provide telecounselling to students of open universities in remote areas. Owing to the encouraging
response from viewers, the frequency of this project was increased to five days a week.
These programmes made the teacher learning process very interesting and effective for
the teacher-students. It also maintains the standard of university guidelines of distance
education in the country.
VI) Gyan Darshan Educational Channel (2000) - It was the collaborative initiative of
the Ministry of Human Resource Development, Information & Broadcasting, Prasar
Bharti and Indira Gandhi National Open University (IGNOU) as an exclusive
Education TV of India. In the beginning a test transmission for two-hour daily relayed
only for the students of open and conventional universities. Later it was increased to 9
hours a day in February to 16 hours a day by June, due to good response it was then
increased to 19 hours in November of the same year. On 26th January 2001, it turned
out to be a 24 hours transmission channel for education programmes. The programming
constitutes 23 hrs of indigenous programmes sourced from partner institutions and one
hour of foreign programmes. Transmission of 12 hrs each for curriculum based and
enrichment programmes is being made. The programmes of IGNOU CIET-NCERT
including NOS (National Open School) are telecast for four hours each, IIT
programmes for three hours, CEC-UGC programmes for two and a half hours and one
hour each for Technical Teacher‘s Training Institute and Adult Education. At present
Gyan Darshan through the cable transmission covers about 90% in Kerala, most parts
of Tamil Nadu, a few pockets in the North East, Nashik, Ahmedabad and Pune. Asia
Net has been providing it free of cost in Kerala. Efforts are being made to make Gyan
Darshan available through terrestrial transmission.
3.5.2. PROGRAMMES FOR RURAL DEVELOPMENT
The motto of the television in India was to develop rural India where government
cannot reach by its policies. The government has made adequate policies to bridge the
rich-poor differences, put an end to social discrimination and evils in the society. The
audio-visual technology has paved the way to reach and make aware the remotest
population of the government policies and propaganda. The SITE project, Kheda
project, Jhabua Development Communication project, Gyan Darshan, ETV, Krishi
Darshan, and Rojgar Samachar are for educational and social development. The
foremost agenda of television is to provide democratization and at the same time play a
role of development communication. Television has proved to be the best medium of
education, social and economic change.
Delhi Agriculture Television (DATV) Project (Krishi Darshan) (1966) - Television
is considered to be effective in communicating agricultural technology to the needy and
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farmers of remote areas in no time and help to bridge the gap between the scientists and
farmers. This also increased the knowledge level of farmers. The project named Krishi
Darshan was initiated on January 26, 1966 for communicating agricultural information
to the farmers on experimental basis for the 80 selected villages of Union territory of
Delhi through Community viewing of television and further discussions among
themselves. This agriculture based program is serving the core information and solves
the queries of remote agrarians regarding the agriculture, horticulture, animal
husbandry, etc. The aim of the program was to disseminate agricultural information to
the rural, farming audience. It is the longest running program in the history of Indian
television with the collaboration of the Ministry of Agriculture, Govt. of India. Later in
2015 Prime Minister Narendra Modi launched an exclusive Doordarshan's 24x7
channel DD Kishan, dedicated to the farmers and re-engaging rural youth in
agriculture.
Post-SITE Project (1977) - Initially the project ran for a year (1975-76) on an
experimental basis and with its positive response later in March 1977 it was continued
on a terrestrial transmitter which was stationed in Jaipur, Rajasthan. The objective of
this project was to improve rural primary school education, provide teacher training,
improve agriculture, health, hygiene, and nutritional practices, and contribute to family
planning and national integration. The daily evening transmission consisted of a hardcore instructional programme on agriculture, health, nutrition, and family planning
followed by ‗cultural‘ entertainment (folk songs and dances), which followed by
‗general education/community matters‘ programming. One of the unanticipated profits
from the programme was the electrification to the villages where the Television set had
to be installed, these were the remotest villages which lacked facilities.
Kheda Communications Project (1975-90)- The limited broadcast of SITE gave birth
to the Kheda Communication project. In this project, first rural community television
was initiated in the remotest tribal district called Kheda in Gujarat. Here 607
community television sets had been installed in 443 villages. A low power transmitter
was gifted by the United National Development Programme (UNDP). The programmes
produced for one hour everyday with the support of Doordarshan and Ahmedabad
Space Application Centre (SAC). It uses local dialect like Gujarati. The popular
programmes like ‗Chatur Mota‘ a serial on subject related to dowry and widow
remarriage, ‗Daad Fariyad‘ discussed issues between local authority and villagers, and
‗Hawa Na Saheva Paap‘ tried to bridge the difference between lower caste and higher
caste. The programmes mainly focused on alcoholism, caste discrimination, minimum
wages, family planning, gender discrimination through various forms of arts through
local artists only. Puppet shows and folk drama were used to propagate to the villagers.
Jhabua Development Communication Project (Mid 90s) - The innovative project
was launched in the mid 1990s by the Development and Educational Communication
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Unit (DECU) of the Space Application Center (SAC) in Ahmedabad. The objective was
the same as discussed earlier for Kheda communication. But this time it covered the
rural hilly region of Jhabua District in Madhya Pradesh. Its main motto was to utilize
the satellite based broadcasting network to support development and education in rural
areas of Madhya Pradesh focusing on topics during evening hours on health, education,
watershed management, agriculture and natural forestry. In the afternoons, interactive
training programs are conducted through the talkback terminals with a range of village
functionaries like teachers, anganwadi workers, hand pump mechanics, and local
Panchayat members. The programmes contents were designed by the Local villagers,
NGOs, DECU and state government departments which broadcasts for two hours every
evening.
GRAMSAT (2001) - The satellite was designed for pro-social needs of rural India with
an objective to connect villages with bureaucracy. It was initiated to provide a
decentralised communication system at the local levels of districts and state
governments. GRAMSAT network was operational in the states of Madhya Pradesh,
Odisha, Gujarat, Karnataka and Rajasthan. Later it was expanded to Chattisgarh,
Jharkhand, Uttaranchal, West Bengal, Andaman and Nicobar and North-Eastern
regions. The scheme were monitored and coordinated with the support from State
government and ISRO. The programme covered the areas on mass education, tribal
culture, anganwadi worker‘s training, fisheries, forest and environment. Popular
programmes ‗Kuch Soche Kuch Samjhe‘, ‗Bhor Honewali Hai‘, Kahani Baba‘, ‗Ek Tha
Raja‘, ‗Baat Hamari‘, to promote tribal development and culture.
The government of India has aptly materialized the introduction of mass media
especially Television, with support of the Indian Space Research Organization (ISRO),
NGOs, and the state government in the development of the country. Literacy and social
awareness is very much needed to uplift any society. The Indian space programme
deserves the credit for the expansion of television networks in the country. Through
television the government is able to reach the remotest of the country where facilities
are unreachable like Agriculture, Health, Education, and constitutional rights. The
development agenda can only be achieved through mass media and with the
participatory paradigm.
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3.6.CHECK YOUR PROGRESS
1. Describe the invention of Television?
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
2. What was the impact of television in India?
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
3. Describe how Indian television becomes a support system for education.
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
4. What are the rural development programmes telecast by Indian television?
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
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UNIT-IV ARRIVAL OF TRANSNATIONAL TELEVISION,
FORMATION OF PRASAR BHARATI
Unit Structure
4.1. Learning Objective
4.2. Introduction
4.3. Introduction of Transnational Media
4.3.1. Transnational Television
4.3.2. Impact of Transnationalism on Indian Television
4.4. Prasar Bharti
4.4.1. The Prasar Bharti Act
4.4.2. Objectives and Functions of Broadcasting Corporation
4.5. Check Your Progress
4.6. References
4.7 Further Readings
4.1. LEARNING OBJECTIVE
After completing this unit, learners should be able to understand:


cross culture in media;



the impact of transnational in media;



the formation of Prasar Bharti; and



objective and functions of Broadcasting Corporation.

4.2. INTRODUCTION
Marshal McLuhan in 1964, in his book ‗Understanding Media‘ theorized the term ‗the
global village‘. He defined the term as one world interconnected with electronic
nervous system (the media). He revolutionized the concept of communication and
world with his theory explaining how the media technology will experience the events
around the world into a small place as if we are in a small village. We can share our
culture and communicate wherever we are. Now we have internet which has connected
entire world on a single platform. Television channel which is installed in every rural to
urban population who experience and share from education to health. There are
television channels which telecast directly from a country to another and from a city to
another. This has helped one country to know other and similarly one culture to
another. The exchange of programmes has made the humans very close to the culture.
Now the exchange of culture is very common. The world culture has become
globalised; there is no difference between the people living in eastern and western
countries. The shift in and adoption of each other‘s culture has made us global. The
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impact of tele communications and globalised culture has strengthened democracy, thus
weakening the authoritarian powers.
During mid of 1960s, literature on communication and media concentrated on social
and development role of media. By the 1970s, the third world countries or the NonAligned countries brought to conceptualize the cultural imperialism. In 1973, the
UNESCO led a debate on imbalance in the flow of communication. The media is biased
by the capitalist conglomerates. The report of MacBride Commission ‗Many Voices
One World‘ in 1982, analyze communication problems related to mass media and new
media technologies. Further it suggested to bring New World Information and
Communication Order (NWICO) to diminish these problems and use media to promote
human development. In a developing country like India, with coming of new media
technologies and the introduction of private news and entertainment channels with
cross border television and satellite television leads to transnational audiences.
4.3. INTRODUCTION TO TRANSNATIONAL MEDIA
Transnational media is not a new term for the academicians because the purpose of
media is to share knowledge and information. But when we discuss about transnational
media in a new order, it is defined as communication, information or entertainment that
crosses international borders without the regulatory constraints for human development
and normally associated with electronic media. For example, the Turner Television,
CNN, Home Box Office are some of the largest US cable operations and owns a
number of US television and radio stations, production houses, entertainment avenues,
and sports franchises. These are the media giants who own the audiences with their
entertainment operations. The intention of the transnational media is to create cultural
integration and global identity. If we see, the Indian desserts are very popular all over
the world like Rassogollas, Jalebis and many such Indian cuisines. Indian ethnic wears
are very much recognised in International fashion platforms. Not only Indian cultures
are accepted but foreign cultures are also accepted by the Indians. The credit goes to the
media which is very much transnational. Transnational media is advantageous in
promoting sports, tourism, art, culture, language and literature.
The role of television, internet, radio, and newspaper are vital mode in transnational
movements. The television channels like news channels create favoured public opinions
and propaganda which are sometimes imperialistic. Some international channels go
further to propagate cultural hegemony. On its part, media in India is engaged in TV
soaps, Indian genre of films which are based on Diaspora with Indian values and
western cultures. The programmes have both positive and negative impacts on
transnational audiences. Many TV shows are politically biased and an impression of
hegemony can be seen. The new media or the digital technology enabled cultural
production, management and information distribution. The era of ‗new media culture‘
has its large impact because it serves its audience what it needs on one platform. The
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social media platform is bridging the social and cultural differences and providing a
platform to express your views. Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, WhatsApp and such
platforms empower every citizen to express and share. Payment and sending money
through PayTM, PhonePe, Google Pay and BHIM applications made so convenient
from bill payment to send money to near and dear ones. We should be grateful to the
media technology that we are able to materialise the concept of global village.
4.3.1 TRANSNATIONAL TELEVISION
The induction of national television in India was meant to educate the mass population
regarding the Indian culture, art and history of the nation. It was very well administered
with the national telecast through Doordarshan. When transactional television entered
in the Indian market with lucrative investments through advertisement and
unconventional programme contents, there was a clash of culture. An alien culture is
damaging the local culture. It became a challenge for the Indian broadcasters. Does the
foreign content really damage the local content? This became a threat and fuelled sharp
discussion on the national television. It has been four decades the television is serving
Indian audience; in its first decade it served with nationalist content and history of India
so that the unity and diversity can be attained by such programmes with Black & White
delight. In 1982, the coverage of Asian Games hosted by India was introduced in colour
broadcast. Since then there was a rise of terrestrial broadcasting. The government was
never in favour of any foreign investment in media since 1955. This lasted for almost
half a century but since capital became important to upgrade and develop the
telecommunication, the government in 1991 under the leadership of P.V. Narasimha
Rao launched the series of economic reforms to allow the private and foreign
investments in Indian Broadcasting.
Since then, a revolution in telecommunication and broadcasting paved a new pathfor
the nation. India was a leading market for commercial investment because it was peak
time in the rise of media literacy and education. That‘s why during mid 90s there was
an immediate rise in transnational companies which started entering Indian market,
resulting in making it the largest growing media market in the world. No doubt it still
has a huge potential for expansion in media sector because there are still untapped rural
markets where the televisions are yet to reach. Initially Doordarshan was the pioneer in
entertainment and there was a huge demand with its infotainment programmes as it
could reach through its terrestrial network. DD national was the only channel which
dominated the Indian TV audience, due to its monotony and lack of high imagination it
provided space to foreign channels like Star TV, CNN and domestic channels like ZEE
TV, SUN TV and ETV. These channels attracted not only local audience but
international audiences through satellite based technology. As Indian audiences
accepted the global players in India, similarly our domestic players too did well in the
international entertainment section. With the emergence in the transitional television
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many global players like Sony TV, Viacom, WB, Times Network have stepped in
different arenas in the Indian Television market.
The transnational players with high investment entered Indian market with a better
technology and better picture quality. The audience always requires a better quality
hence it got attracted to the foreign channels which presented a better quality
infotainment genres. The transnational phase (1996-2004) strategies were emphasised
on globalisation, nationalisation and localisation. During this period, the western
culture had predominantly acquired the Indian culture as form of commodity. When
English genres were transmitted to the Indian audiences, this itself has been called as
‗Cultural Invasion‘. There was a time when Indian audiences were glued to
Doordarshan for Byomkesh Bakshi(Detective series), Ramayana, Mahabharata,
Vikram-Betal (mythological drama), Humlog, Nukkad (family drama), Jaspal Bhatthi’s
Flop Show, Dekh Bhai Dekh, Mungeri Lal Ke Hasin Sapne (comedy) and other such
genres. Indian family members manage to free themselves during the specific time and
sit together to watch their favourite shows. The present scenario with numerous foreign
dominated channels has divided the family members in terms of taste and preference.
MTV, Channel V and Music channels were categorized for youths and Star TV, Sony
TV were categorized for family viewership. Star movies, and HBO are categorised for
film loving audiences; Cartoon Network, Nickelodeon were categorised for children.
Such programmes brought changes in behaviours and attitudes of the young Indians.
The Indian broadcasters realized the interest of audience in the foreign genres and
started reproduction of western genres to Indian homes in a form of dramas, comedy,
reality and entertainment shows. Some of the Indian versions taken from western
television like Big Boss (Sony TV/Colors TV) from Big Brother (Netherlands), Kaun
Banega Crore Pati (Sony TV) from Who Wants To Be Millionaire (U.S.), Indian Idol
(Sony TV) from American Idol (U.S.), Sach Ka Samna (Star Plus) from The Moment
of Truth (U.S.), Wife Bina Life (Star Plus) from The Week The Women Went (Canada)
and the like have attracted good number of Indian viewership from all the sections of
the Indian society. Most of these programmes were aired on transnational general
entertainment television (GEC) channels. These GECs does not have a target or are not
confined to any specific audiences, instead it aims to offer wide range of programmes
for general public.
Indian television programme are mostly based on family drama and melodramatic soap
operas which are not able to give enough motivation and inspiration in real life. Thus,
the audiences especially youth are getting bored and get an ease of opportunity to shift
to foreign channels. The numbers grew very fast and it brought a huge leap in cultural
invasion. Major channels like Sony Network, Star Network, Viacom 18, Warner
Brothers(WB), Times Network, such channels targeting the current happenings in the
society and helps relate audiences into the situation. They entertain audiences in every
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possible way and provide new content of their interest. Contents like youth oriented
language, sex, violence, relationship, sports and entertainment easily grabs the
attention. Most important is the teenager who gets affected by the foreign contents and
the influence can be seen in their behaviors. From the TV shows like Comedy Nights
With Kapilconcept taken from a British show, The Kumars at 42, Meri Khayalon Ki
Mallika from US reality dating show the Bachelorette America, Jhalak Dikhla Ja from
British dancing reality show Dancing with the Stars, The Suite Life of Karan and Kabir
from a Disney’s The Suite life of Zack and Cody, Kumkum Bhagya inspired from Jane
Austen’s novel Sense and Sensibility, Khatron Ke Khiladi from a game show based in
America called America’s Fear Factor, Jassi Jaisi Koi Nahi from America’s comedydrama, Ugly Betty have had great impact on Indian audiences. Some adult content
series too goes well nowadays among the viewers like MTV SplitsVilla, MTV Roadies
on MTV, Steal Your Girlfriend, Confessions of an Indian Teenagers on Channel V, Big
Switch, Emotional Atyachar, Ye Hai Aashiqui on Bindass Channel which are really out
of the box shows influencing Indian culture.
The change in behaviors of Indian audience, especially youth is the majorly caused by
western music, their food habits, clothing styles, and the varied social orientations.
Now Indian prefers more of foreign channel shows rather than Indian soap operas on
Saas-Bahu where only marriages, partition, characters coming out of the graves are
common. The Indian food culture and fashion has changed from Kurta Pyjama, Sarees,
ethnic wears to western attire like Jeans, T-Shirts, Skirts which are sometimes harmful
to our skins.
4.3.2 IMPACT OF TRANSNATIONALISM ON INDIAN TELEVISION
India is one of the leading markets for broadcasters due to its scant education and
development rate. That‘s the reason transnational companies saw their prospect in India
and covered the world‘s largest broadcasting market. The Cable Television Networks
(Regulation) Act of 1995 sought to register these operators and obtain their consent to a
code of conduct to guard against concerns about mores, taste and security. But the code
is a voluntary one, and although government monitors a limited number of channels,
there is no systematic oversight of television programming in India. In 2006, a
UNESCO study observed that India is one of the liberated nations with restrictive
policies regarding the entry of foreign media companies. According to one reckoning,
between 40% and 60% of the investment in Indian media and entertainment industry
comes from foreign investors. In 2002, Rupert Murdoch‘s News Corp invested about
$200 million in its Indian cable television operations (Star TV), but although the
amount equaled all the rest of FDI that year, it was not included in the Indian FDI
statistics (UNESCO, 2006).
The Cable Television Networks (Regulation) Amendment Bill 2011, which made full
digitalization of cable television across the country mandatory, has led to a wave of
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media mergers. The largest companies in the electronic media segment are Star India,
New Delhi Television (NDTV), Sony, Essel group, India Today, Sun Network and
Television Eighteen. Recently, the Walt Disney group has emerged as leader of the
children‘s entertainment segment. Since there are no particular rules and laws to limit
cross-media ownership, almost all major newspaper groups have entered the electronic
media market. The fast-paced growth of the media business has forced these groups to
issue public equity or invite FDI to survive in the market. GECs in the regional market
are undergoing silent revolution since the past few years. It is a known fact that
regional space is developing into one of the major markets for global players.
According to Price Waterhouse Coopers survey report, the advertising revenue spent on
regional channels grew to 29 percent by the end of 2010. The key regional languages
like Malayalam, Tamil, Kannada, Bengali, Marathi and Telugu have managed to
capture large viewership contrary to the trend at the national level. South Indian market
only has around 32 million cable and satellite television households and commands Rs.
18.5 billion in advertisement revenues and Rs. 5.5 billion in subscription revenues.
In cable network segment, Foreign Direct Investment (FDI) and Foreign Institutional
Investor (FII) limit was 49 percent according to the subject of Cable and Television
Network Rules (1994). However TRAI later recommended that FDI and FII limit may
be increased from 49 percent to 74 percent in this sector. In Direct to Home segment,
FDI and FII limit was 74 percent. Within this limit, FDI component should not exceed
20 percent. This is subject to guidelines issued by ministry of information and
broadcasting. For setting up hardware facilities such as up-linking FDI plus FII limit
was increased by 74 percent. This is also subject to up-linking policy of the
government.
The transnational has brought huge fortune to the broadcasting industry and accorded
cultural shift as well. Adopting new culture and learning new language gives a new
horizon to the masses. In the ‗the global village‘ distance and borders matter a lot. This
development is likely to create transnational cultural integration that might lead to
emergence of supranational identities, including a global identity. Global culture may
lead to cultural imperialism too. English has become the global language and similarly
the entertainment industry uses this language. The U.S. media industry is dominating
the world with its media content from politics to entertainment. The CNN news channel
tries to shape the world with its propaganda. The McDonalds outlet can be found all
over the world and has become globally accepted favorite eatery. Indian samosas, puris,
and dosas were dominated by chinese noodles, burgers and pizzas.
Transnational television is also referred to as ‗International Satellite
Broadcasting‘, ‗Television Without Border‘, ‗Cross Border Television‘, ‗Transborder
Television‘, ‗Global Television‘ or ‗Satellite Televisions‘. It can be easily predicted
that there is a shift in culture with transnational audiences. The rise in foreign language
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and culture has impacted Indian culture tremendously. The collision of media
imperialism has blotted out the mother tongue, Indian traditions, ethics and culture. The
effects can easily be seen with extra-marital affairs, issues in relationships, drug
addictions, violence and decline in folk art and culture. If we compare the duration
between 1982-1996, a range of programmes, series, current affairs, and documentaries
broadcast by Doordarshan aimed to expand nation-building, secularism, citizenship,
and social development. Programmes like Hum log (We People) sought to address the
middle-class national community through state discourses of family planning, literacy,
public health, and other social issues; taking the example of another popular drama
series, Buniyaad (Foundation), explains that, it dwelt on the partition of the country into
India and Pakistan and its consequences for some families.
Appreciating foreign culture is welcome but neglecting the Indian culture should not be
accepted, which is happening with the rise in intrusion of foreign channels. As a result
Indian audience is disturbed. Westernisation imputed rich, industrialised, and Western
nation-states with intentions and actions by which they export their cultural products
and impose their socio-cultural values on poorer and weaker nations in the developing
world. Early theory of media refer it as ―Magic Bullet‖ or ―Hypodermic needle‖
theories, as a result media has a powerful effects over audiences. The western media do
not want to perish from Indian broadcasting market. It then tried to lean towards
localization to recapture the Indian audience with reconstruction of programmes as per
regional language and flavour. In pursuit of winning the Indian audiences International
players started making programmes on core Indian social issues. Shows like Agle
Janam Mohe Bitiya Hi Kijo, Balika Vadhu, fiction series taken on issues of women and
child marriage. Kyunki Saas Bhi Kabhi Bahu Thi, Kahani Ghar Ghar Kand likely soap
operas cater cultural sensibilities of India. Hence the fear of western channels damaging
the cultural milieu of the country has been refuted at least in the case of general
entertainment segment.
Star network, Sony network, BBC being a transnational brand has managed to
outperform with local languages and content in their programme to compete with the
domestic channels which are being devoted to local preferences. Not necessary the
series are made for rich or elite, there are serials which are programmed despite of
economic or social status like Office Office on Sony SAB TV, Uttaran on Viacom 18,
Udaan, Phulwa, on Colors TV. Apart from Doordarshan, Western players are playing
fair game in producing national identity and harmony. Leading transnational channels
when aired western adopted TV programmes like Sach Ka Samnaa (The Moment of
Truth) in 2009 American game show on Star Plus, where the anchor asks questions to
the contestant at six levels to win INR 1,00,00,000. The government issued show cause
notice to the channel for ‗offending good taste and decency not suitable for unrestricted
public exhibition, and for obscenity in words‘. Even some other channels like Sony TV
and Colors TV have been objected by some sections of the civil society in their shows
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like Big Boss and Khatron Ke Khiladi. In 2009, National Commission for Women
(NCW) have to take stringent action against the shows Rakhi Ka Insaaf for indecent
language and disintegrating image of the women, and also urged the Big Boss-4 for
indecent clothes worn by the contestants and use of abusive languages. Acting on the
complaint, Ministry of Information and Broadcasting decreed to air in late night show
between 11 pm to 5 am.
The transnational television channels entered in the Indian market with big investments
and unconventional contents, for this they have been blamed for spoiling local culture
with their alien culture. The contents in the western genres became a challenge to the
Indian culture and identity. But with that it has somehow attempted to cater the culture
consciousness among the local people. We have already discussed in detail regarding
airing of programmes above, that whenever the alien content tried to cross the line of
‗dignity‘ of Indian culture they have been immediately put in tab by the different
sections of the society. The western broadcaster has to cooperate with the integrity of
any nation. It will keep them in a safer side for generating advertising revenues and
brand building.
4.4. PRASAR BHARATI
Parasar Bharti is an autonomous
corporation of the Ministry of
Information and Broadcasting. It is the
India‘s largest public broadcasting
service provider comprising of
Figure i. Logo of Prasar Bharti
Doordarshan television network and All
India Radio services which was earlier directly under Ministry of Information and
Broadcasting. The Prasar Bharati (Broadcast Corporation of India) Act of 1990
iscatalyzed in Section 12 of the law. Section 12 (3)(a) mandates that Prasar Bharati
ensure that ―broadcasting is conducted as a public service.‖ Again, Section 12 (3)(b)
reinforces that the purpose of establishing the corporation is to gather news, not
propaganda. Prasar Bharati Corporation‘s main objective is to provide autonomy to
Doordarshan and Akashvani (Radio service) in order to ―educate and entertain the
public.‖The parliament of India then passed an act to allow the autonomy in the year
1990 till it became fully functional from September 15, 1997.
4.4.1. Prasar Bharti Bill
The autonomy of AIR and Doordarshan has been a long time history when Ashok
Chandra Committee was formed 1964. The committee was structured to examine the
role of Akashvani (Radio) and Doordarshan (Television) in the country which was also
called the ―Committee on Broadcasting and Information Media‖. When Mrs. Indira
Gandhi was Union Minister for Information and Broadcasting, the A.K. Chanda
Committee was appointed in 1964 and a report was prepared in 1966, which was
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tendered to the parliament in the year 1970. In the report presented, it was
recommended that the government owned two media houses, Akashvani and
Doordarshan, should be liberated to separate cooperation from the then rigid
government.
After seven years to the voice of A.K.Chanda committee in 1977-78, a second review
on Broadcasting in India was undertaken by the working group on the Autonomy of
Akashvani and Doordarshan under the Chairmanship of B.G. Vergeshe. During
emergency imposed in 1975, it was noticed that the most audacious violations of
freedom of speech took place in independent Indian‘s history. Soon after that the
Verghese Committee recommended the creation of Akash Bharti or National Broadcast
Trust (NBT) to be run as an independent body. He kept an argument before
recommendation that during emergency the broadcasting directly under the government
has shamelessly misused it and impaired the institutions of democracy. It has violated
the right to freedom of speech and expression with the doctrine of authority. The
committee report was submitted to both the houses of parliament and L. K. Advani, the
then Minister of Information and Broadcasting introduced the bill on May 16, 1979 to
form an autonomous corporation known as Prasar Bharti. But unfortunately it was
rejected for the provision of constitutional safeguards and followed by the untimely
dissolution of the Lok Sabha, the bill lapsed in the house.
When Congress government came back in power in the year 1979, the Congress did not
consider for the autonomy of AIR and Doordarshan. Later the government appointed
Dr. P.C.Joshi as the chairman of the Working Group to prepare the Software Plan for
Doordarshan. The report submitted in 1984 emphasized on the lack of functional
freedom. Hence it recommended to ‗reorganize the Information and Broadcasting
Ministry on the Railway Board pattern should be created in which only informatics
professionals should be enlisted.‘
The National Front Government came in power in 1989 under the leadership of V.P.
Singh. The bill was reintroduced with some contents from previous bill and some new
changes. The then Minister of Information and Broadcasting,P. Upendra, suggested it is
too early to present the bill before nation. To furnish, a national debate was initiated
through various medium to framework the modalities of autonomy. After arguments
from the various institutions of the government body for the framework, an amendment
was incorporated by the both Houses of Parliament and was passed in Lok Sabha in
August 1990. But before becoming anAct, it was kept under lock and key for seven
years till it was notified in1997. Till then no appropriate action was taken other than
arguments and criticisms for the Bill.
When United Front Government came to power in 1997, it uttered some momentum to
the Bill which was paralysed since August 1990. Finally Prasar Bharti came into force
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in the year 1997 which was established under ‗Prasar Bharti Act‘ and came into
existence on 23 November 1997. During the tenure, Congress government of P.V.
Narasimha Rao introduced new policies to allow private and foreign broadcasters to
operate in India. Later K.P. Singh Deo, Information and Broadcasting Minister found it
as a threat to Indigenous programme strategy and to protect the ethnicity of the Indian
broadcasting, it became important to implement the Prasar Bharti Act. Nitesh Sen
Gupta Committee which was constituted in 1995 submitted its report in 1996 to
restructure the Prasar Bharti. Finally the Bill was passed and attained a Prasar Bharati
Act. But still the act was in criticism as it could not give the freedom and flexibility
required to produce high quality public service programming. There were some issues
with the structure, financing and personal policies.
An expert committee was set up on January 28, 2013 by the Ministry of Information
and Broadcasting to review the functioning of Prasar Bharti. It was headed by Sam
Pitroda, Advisor to the Prime Minister of India on Public Information Infrastructure and
Innovation to develop framework including its relationship with Government, its
continuing role as a public broadcaster and measures needed to ensure technical upgradation of the organization. To revitalize Prasar Bharati, the Committee has
submitted 26 recommendations in the critical areas of: Governance andOrganization;
Funding; Human Resources; Content; Technology; Archiving; Social Media; and
Global Outreach. The Committee is of the opinion that transformation of Prasar Bharati
must be approached from three primary levels – the environment it functions in, its
internal structure and resources, and a re-focus on its primary task – that of providing
content of value to citizens of this nation.
4.4.2.

Objectives and Functions of the Corporation

Objectives of Prasar Bharati Corporation
The major objectives of the Prasar Bharati Corporation as laid out in the Prasar Bharati
Act, 1990 are as follows:
Upholding the unity and integrity of the country and the values enshrined in the
Constitution;
Safeguarding the citizen‘s right to be informed freely, truthfully and objectively
on all matters of public interest, national or international, and presenting a fair
and balanced flow of information including contrasting views without
advocating any opinion or ideology of its own;
Paying special attention to the fields of education and spread of literacy,
agriculture, rural development, environment, health and family welfare and
science and technology;
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Providing adequate coverage to the diverse cultures and languages of the
various regions of the country by broadcasting appropriate programmes;
Providing adequate coverage to sports and games so as to encourage healthy
competition and the spirit of sportsmanship;
Providing appropriate programmes keeping in view the special needs of the
youth;
Informing and stimulating the national consciousness in regard to the status and
problems of women and paying special attention to the upliftment of women;
Promoting social justice and combating exploitation, inequality and such evils
as untouchability and advancing the welfare of the weaker sections of the
society;
Safeguarding the rights of the working classes and advancing their welfare;
Serving the rural and weaker sections of the people and those residing in border
regions, backward or remote areas;
Providing suitable programmes keeping in view the special needs of the
minorities and tribal communities;
Taking special steps to protect the interests of children, the blind, the aged, the
handicapped and other vulnerable sections of the people;
Promoting national integration by broadcasting in a manner that facilitates
communication in the languages of India; and facilitating the distribution of
regional broadcasting services in every State in the languages of that State;
Providing comprehensive broadcast coverage through the choice of appropriate
technology and the best utilization of the broadcast frequencies available and
ensuring high quality reception; and
Promoting research and development activities in order to ensure that radio
broadcast and television broadcast technology are constantly updated.
Functions and Power of Corporation
(1) It shall be the primary duty of the Corporation to organise and conduct public
broadcasting services to inform, educate and entertain the public and to ensure a
balanced development of broadcasting on radio and television.
(2) The Corporation shall, in the discharge of its functions, be guided by the
following objectives, namely:
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(a) Upholding the unity and integrity of the country and the values enshrined in the
Constitution;
(b) safeguarding the citizen‘s right to be informed freely, truthfully and objectively
on all matters of public interest, national or international, and presenting a fair and
balanced flow of information including contrasting views without advocating any
opinion or ideology of its own;
(c) Paying special attention to the fields of education and spread of literacy,
agriculture, rural development, environment, health and family welfare and science
and technology;
(d) Providing adequate coverage to the diverse cultures and languages of the
various regions of the country by broadcasting appropriate programmes;
(e) Providing adequate coverage to sports and games so as to encourage healthy
competition and the spirit of sportsmanship;
(f) Providing appropriate programmes keeping in view the special needs of the
youth;
(g) Informing and stimulating the national consciousness in regard to the status and
problems of women and paying special attention to the upliftment of women;
(h) Promoting social justice and combating exploitation, inequality and such evils
as untouchability and advancing the welfare of the weaker sections of the society;
(i) Safeguarding the rights of the working classes and advancing their welfare;
(j) Serving the rural and weaker sections of the people and those residing in border
regions, backward or remote areas;
(k) Providing suitable programmes keeping in view the special needs of the
minorities and tribal communities;
(l) Taking special steps to protect the interests of children, the blind, the aged, the
handicapped and other vulnerable sections of the people;
(m)Promoting national integration by broadcasting in a manner that facilitates
communication in the languages in India; and facilitating the distribution of
regional broadcasting services in every State in the languages of that State;
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(n)Providing comprehensive broadcast coverage through the choice of appropriate
technology and the best utilization of the broadcast frequencies available and
ensuring high quality reception;
(o) Promoting research and development activities in order to ensure that radio and
television broadcast technology are constantly updated; and
(p) Expanding broadcasting facilities by establishing additional channels of
transmission at various levels.

4.5. CHECK YOUR PROGRESS
1. Define transnational television in India ?
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
2. How Prasar Bharti came in force?
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
3. Describe the objectives of Prasar Bharti.
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
4. What are the functions of Prasar Bharti?
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
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